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O/A PORTAL OF HEROES
For centuries, peace reigned over the 
world of Molthar - until the magician 
Ulfried destroyed the balance of Good 
and Evil with black magic! Darkness 
fell across the land, and the only hope 
remaining to the people of Molthar was 
an ancient prophecy that one day, when 
the time was right, a hero would emerge 
and free the world of darkness. Summon 
heroes of legend to your portals using 
diamonds and pearls of magical power in 
Portal of Heroes!
AGI 5717 ...................................$18.00

O/A SABOTEUR
You and your fellow dwarves are digging 
for gold in a maze of mining tunnels. But, 
beware! Some of the miners are saboteurs 
trying to foil your efforts and steal all 
your hard-earned gold! Now you must 
overcome cave-ins, broken lanterns, and 
busted pick-axes to find the mother lode!
AGI 5712 ...................................$15.00

O/A SABOTEUR: THE DUEL
Do Unto Others! Both dwarves have to choose: 
Will they build their tunnel together or try on 
their own? In either case, you’ll need to sabotage 
your opponent at the right time. Play a broken 
pickaxe, a rock slide in the tunnel, or a locked 
door - the cleverer dwarf will gain the crucial 
advantage and gain the gold in this two-player 
version of Saboteur.
AGI 5716 ............................................ $15.00

DELTA GREEN RPG:  
A VICTIM OF THE ART
A Victim of the Art first appeared in the 
award-winning sourcebook Delta Green: 
Countdown. This new version has been 
revised for the rules and updated setting 
of Delta Green: The Role-Playing Game, 
with new color illustrations by the author. 
A Victim of the Art is playable with Delta 
Green: Need to Know or Delta Green: 
Agent’s Handbook, available from Arc 
Dream Publishing. Scheduled to ship in 
June 2018.
APU 8119 ..................................$14.99

O/A SABOTEUR 2 EXPANSION
The dwarves are still mining and the 
saboteurs are still lurking around. But, 
now the dwarves are divided into two 
squabbling and competing groups. They 
are joined by enough new dwarves for up 
to 12 players. The ‘Boss’ tries to help both 
groups, while the ‘Profiteer’ deals with 
everyone, and the Geologists hunt crystals 
rather than gold.
AGI 5713 ...................................$13.20

DELTA GREEN RPG: SWEETNESS
The Bernier family of Tampa, Florida, has 
been terrorized by a fire and weird graffiti. 
Police suspect a hate crime. The mark on 
the door, carved with a horn or a claw and 
smeared with blood and effluvia, makes 
Delta Green think otherwise. Agents must 
discover the connection between a loving 
family and an unnatural force that might 
claim them all. Sweetness is a scenario of 
mystery and horror for Delta Green: The 
Role-Playing Game, available from Arc 
Dream Publishing. Scheduled to ship in 
June 2018.
APU 8118 ..................................$14.99

ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

GAMES

ALC STUDIO

AMIGO GAMES

CIUB
In the epic quest for the Opus Magnum, 
players use strategy and cunning as 
they compete to earn magic spells... 
and take their rightful place as Ruler 
of the Wizards. A fast-moving strategy 
game with just the right amount of 
chance. Features 62 magical dice. 
Play a full game in under 45 minutes
AGI 18716 ........................... $19.99

OFFERED AGAIN

ARC DREAM PUBLISHING

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #221
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games and 
game modules, along with solicitation 
information on upcoming game and 
hobby supply releases.
GTM 221 ....................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

HIGHLANDER:  
THE BOARD GAME
Highlander: The Board Game is a 2 to 6 
player game in which each player takes 
on the role of an immortal. These mighty 
warriors live many lives throughout 
the centuries as they prepare for the 
gathering, a time in which they will 
be drawn to a distant land in order to 
fight to the death for “the prize”. There 
can be only one! Scheduled to ship in 
August 2018.
ALC RHLH001 ...........................$35.00
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DELTA GREEN RPG: VISCID
In Delta Green: Viscid, the Agents must 
keep a lid on a story that threatens to spin 
out into the public in all its unnatural detail. 
They must delve into the secrets of strange 
and lethal forces acting in secrecy all around 
them. They must follow a trail of carnage to a 
horrifying communion. As far as Delta Green 
is concerned, staying alive is the last of their 
priorities. Delta Green: Viscid is playable with 
Delta Green: Need to Know or Delta Green: 
Agents Handbook, available from Arc Dream 
Publishing. Deeper terrors still can be gleaned 
in Delta Green: Handlers Guide. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2018.
APU 8114 ........................................ $14.99

BEATING THE STORY  
BY ROBIN D. LAWS
Beating the Story, is a how-to-handbook 
that helps creators and critics see how 
stories work. It follows up and expands 
on the story beat system first described 
in the cult hit, Hamlet’s Hit Points. In 
addition to providing four in depth 
analyse. Beating the Story gives copious 
and detailed creative guidance to aspiring 
and professional novelists, screenwriters, 
comics creators, and everyone else who 
needs to understand how stories work. 
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
ATG GPW005 ............................$19.95

DRAGOBORNE TCG: SURGE OF 
TITANS BOOSTER DISPLAY (20)
The fourth Dragoborne booster Surge of 
Titans features cards from all of the five 
colors, allowing players to build all sorts 
of decks featuring dragons, angels, elves, 
demons, goblins, and more. Each Surge of 
Titans display contains 20 packs of 8 cards, of which 1 or possibly more cards will be of 
R rarity or above! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your 
retailer for availability.
YCW DBBT04 .........................................................................................................PI 

FORCE OF WILL: REIYA CLUSTER - 
WINDS OF THE OMINOUS MOON 
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)
At long last, the Time Spinning Witch 
has appeared in our world. With the 
last of her power unsealed, Reiya heads 
to the decisive battle with unwavering 
determination.With that, a breeze from 
the future blows by. Familiar Mechanics 
such as Spirit Magic and Myster 
Counters Introduced in the Reiya Cluster 
Starter Decks will be carried over. New 
mechanics such as Auras and Time Will 
will be introduced. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
YCW 525298 ..................................... PI

BOSS MONSTER: RISE OF THE MINIBOSSES
The Bosses are back, but this time theres a new 
challenger in town. Powerful Minibosses can be 
hired to enhance your dungeon by permanently 
modifying rooms. Earn Coins through effective use 
of all new Rooms and Spells. Use those Coins to 
power up your Rooms, or use them to promote your 
Minibosses to learn even deadlier abilities. Rise of 
the Minibosses gives players more options than ever 
before to craft the deadliest dungeon they can, and 
become the baddest Boss in the land.
BGM 017 ..................................................$24.95

THE CASTER CHONICLES: 3RD 
WAVE BOOSTER DISPLAY (20)
New students arrive at Morning Star 
Academy… Is this the beginning of 
a fierce new battle?! Each box of The 
Caster Chronicles Booster Pack 3rd Wave 
includes a special PR collaboration card, 
Urara Shiraishi, from the series “Yamada-
kun and the Seven Witches”. NOTE: This 
item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
YCW TCCBP03 ................................... PI

FRIENDLY LOCAL GAME STORE  
BY GARY RAY
Friendly Local Game Store, is a book by 
Quest for Fun blogger, Gary Ray, about 
how to build the hobby game store your 
community deserves. It covers start-up costs 
and planning, the unique value proposition, 
an examination of hybrid stores, inventory 
management 101, running events, hiring 
and managing employees, navigating 
social media, and most importantly, how a 
game store can provide it’s owner with a 
reliable, middle class income. Scheduled to 
ship in May 2018.
ATG GPW006 ............................$24.95

FUTURE CARD BUDDYFIGHT TCG: 
X2 SOLAR STRIFE BOOSTER 
DISPLAY (30)
There’s no better time than now to get a 
box for yourself! Solar Strife contains a 
high number of high rarity cards. This 
means more of your cards will come in 
the popular BR, SP, and RRR treatment!As 
such, we have adjusted the distrubtion of 
cards to accomodate this! You really don’t 
want to miss out on Solar Strife! All these 
are formidable new cards to upgrade 
your Sun Dragon and Dragon Zwei, and 
Disaster decks. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
YCW BFEX2BT01A .............................. PI

THE CASTER CHONICLES: MAGICAL 
DREAM 7 STARTER DISPLAY (5)
The brilliant reveal of Morning Star 
Academy’s Pop Idol Club! Everything you 
need to start playing The Caster Chronicles 
right away! Magical Dream 7 is the idol 
deck comprised of all seven elements!-Fifty 
card deck-Play sheet-Rule sheet-Game 
Manual (one of each item). NOTE: This 
item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
YCW TCCSD03 .................................. PI 

ATLAS GAMES

BROTHERWISE GAMES

BUSHIROAD

CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG: TRIAL 
DECK DISPLAYS (6)
Recreate the ability to call your allies as seen 
in the comics. You can power up your forces 
with the `Imaginary Gift` system. The new 
generation of vanguard allows quicker play. 
Ability text is greatly shortened! NOTE: This 
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
AICHI SENDOU YCW YGEVTD0101 ........................................................................PI
TOSHIKI KAI YCW YGEVTD0102 ............................................................................PI

CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG: 
UNITE! TEAM Q4 BOOSTER 
DISPLAY (16)
With this booster alone, you can strengthen 
the `Aichi Sendou` and `Toshiki Kai` Trial 
Decks, and also form Oracle Think Tank 
and Nova Grappler decks. Featuring the 
new `Imaginary Gift` system and new 
triggers that will bring your cardfights to 
new heights. Enjoy cardfighting with new 
cards from the animation. NOTE: This item 
is sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
YCW VGEVBT01 ................................ PI
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WEISS SCHWARZ TCG: GURREN 
LAGANN BOOSTER DISPLAY (30)
Picking up from the Trial Deck+, this 
Booster Pack focuses on scenes from the 
rest of the anime, until the end of the 
season.Build a Team Dai-Gurren Deck! 
Or perhaps a Beastmen Deck! Or even 
an Anti-Spiral Deck! Multiple cards 
that strengthenthe prowess of cards 
from the simultaneously released Trial 
Deck+! Scheduled to ship in July 2018. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer  
for availability.
YCW 404231 ..................................... PI

WEISS SCHWARZ TCG:  
GURREN LAGANN TRIAL DECK + 
DISPLAY (6)
The characters from the impassioned Gurren 
Lagann make their entrance onto theblazing 
stage of Weiss Schwarz! Focusing on 
the start of Team Gurren’s journey up 
to the first time they combine, this Trial 
Deck+ even contains cards that will “fuse” 
together! Characters in this TD+ include: 
Simon the Digger! Yoko, the girl from the 
surface! Team Gurren’s badass leader, that 
man of indomitable spirit,that paragon of 
masculinity, the mighty Kamina!? Scheduled 
to ship in July 2018. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
YCW 404224-D ................................. PI

CARTHAGO
Founded as a humble trading post by the Phoenicians, 
the city quickly grew into an important trade hub 
where precious goods from around the ancient world 
were traded. Players represent merchants who attempt 
to increase their wealth and influence while improving 
their status within the Merchant’s Guild. Become the 
greatest merchant in Carthage by loading valuable 
wares, financing expeditions, and exerting influence in 
clever ways. Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
CSG CTGO01 ............................................. $39.99

CAPSTONE GAMES

CATALYST GAME LABS

BATTLETECH: MAP SET
New terrain maps for the BattleTech game of armored combat. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
CAT 35150.................................................................................................... $29.99

BATTLETECH: BEGINNER BOX
An introductory product containing 
everything players need to learn Mech 
vs. Mech combat! Includes plastic 
miniatures, map, rules, and record 
sheets. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
CAT 35020............................$19.99 

BATTLE HYMM: VOLUME 1 - 
GETTYSBURG AND PEA RIDGE
Battle Hymn Volume 1 includes two games: 
Gettysburg: The Tide Turns and Pea Ridge: 
The Struggle for Missouri. Battle Hymn is 
a new brigade-level system based upon 
the latest research into Civil War combat. 
Designed by Charles S. Roberts Award-
winning designer Eric Lee Smith. Scheduled 
to ship in March 2018.
CPS 1058 ........................................ $79.00 

ROBBER TIME WINDOW  
STICKER - GREY
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
CGC 39001 .................................$1.50

CATAN: CITIES & KNIGHTS  
WOOD BASE SETS
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
BLUE CGC 02062 ........................ $7.00 
BROWN CGC 02065 ................... $7.00 
GREEN CGC 02066 ..................... $7.00 
ORANGE CGC 02064 ................. $7.00 
RED CGC 02061 ......................... $7.00 
WHITE CGC 02063 ..................... $7.00 

GALAXY SERIES PLAY MATS 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
MERCURY 14”x24” CGC 31013 ..$17.00 
MERCURY 36”x36” CGC 31016 .. $55.00 
VENUS 14”x24” CGC 31023 .... $17.00 
VENUS 36”x36” CGC 31026 .... $55.00 

EMPIRES AND ALLIANCES
Empires and Alliance is a strategic level 
simulation of the First World War. Players 
command the Central Powers and Allied 
forces that fought in Europe from 1914 to 
1918. The map runs from the French Atlantic 
ports to Moscow and Rostov in the east. The 
map includes St. Petersburg in the north and 
Italy, Greece, and the portion of the Ottoman 
Empire that encompasses modern day Turkey 
in the south. There are off board Boxes for the 
Caucasus and the Middle East. Terrain types 
include forests, swamps, mountains, rivers 
(along hexsides), lakes, and major and minor 
cities. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
CPS 1057 ........................................ $99.00

ROBBER SUPER 7 MAGNET
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
CGC 39101 .................................$3.50 

COMPASS GAMES

CREATIVE GOODS COMPANIES
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STRATEGY & TACTICS QUARTELY #2: 
AMERICA IN WWI
In April 1917, the United States entered World 
War I and the American Expeditionary Force 
(AEF) proved decisive in the ensuing Allied victory 
on the Western Front. Yet, a mere 10 years prior 
the US military was woefully unprepared for war. 
How did America build a war winning military 
that deployed tanks, airplanes, and cutting edge 
combat divisions? This issue includes analysis, 
maps, orders of battle, descriptions of weapons, 
and biographies of notable military figures 
such as John Pershing, Billy Mitchell, the young 

George Patton, and Homer Lea, plus a map poster. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
DCG STQ2 .................................................................................................... $14.99 

STRATEGY & TACTICS  
QUARTELY #1: CAESAR
This issue covers Caesar as well as profiling 
figures that are still known to us today — 
Cleopatra, Spartacus, Cicero, and many 
more. This issue includes maps, battle 
diagrams, and descriptions of weapons of 
the Roman world. It also includes a map 
poster depicting the campaigns of Caesar. 
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
DCG STQ1 .................................$14.99 

WORLD AT WAR #61:  
PEAKS OF THE CAUCASUS
Peaks of the Caucasus simulates the 
German offensive in the southern Soviet 
Union in 1942 and the ensuing Soviet 
Counteroffensive. The German objective 
was initially the Caucasus oilfields, but the 
campaign turned into a struggle for the 
city of Stalingrad on the Volga. The game 
uses a variant of the Boots system to model 
higher echelon command-control and 
logistics, and their impact on the theater 
of operations. The map is divided into 
two sectors: Stalingrad and the Caucasus. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
DCG WAW-61 ...........................$39.99

CZECH GAMES EDITIONS

DECISION GAMES

PICTOMANIA
In Pictomania each player is assigned a word to draw. Your goal is to guess the other 
players’ words while drawing your own. That’s right: Everyone is drawing and guessing 
simultaneously! No one has time to draw a complex masterpiece. The player who can 
sketch the essence of a word with a few lines will have more time to figure out the other 
players’ drawings. The simple scoring system rewards you for a drawing that is easy to 
guess as well as for guesses made quickly and accurately. But regardless of your score, 
you are certain to get a laugh out of your fellow players’ drawings.
CGE 00047 ..............................................................................................$19.95

EXPLODING KITTENS PARTY PACK
Exploding Kittens Party Pack comes with 
the original Exploding Kittens deck, the 
Imploding Kittens Expansion Deck and 10 
new cards. Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
EKG 1PP............................................. PI 

YOU’VE GOT CRABS
You’ve Got Crabs is a team-based party game focused on passing secret signals to your 
teammates without getting caught by the other players. The cards feature original art by 
The Oatmeal and a new game design by Elan Lee. Ages 7 and up. Scheduled to ship in 
April 2018.
EKG CRABS-CORE ..................................................................................................PI 

EXPLODING KITTENS

YOU’VE GOT CRABS: IMITATION CRAB EXPANSION KIT
You’ve Got Crabs is a team-based party game focused on passing secret signals to your 
teammates without getting caught by the other players. The cards feature original art by 
The Oatmeal and a new game design by Elan Lee. The new Imitation Crab Card acts as a 
wild card in You’ve Got Crabs. Any player holding the card must also wear two glorious 
crab claws on their hands. The wild card makes it easier to get four of a kind, but the 
claws make it impossible to hold the cards. Is the advantage worth the ridicule? Scheduled 
to ship in April 2018.
EKG CRABS-1EXP ...................................................................................................PI

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

ANDROID NETRUNNER 
LCG: REIGN AND 
REVERIE EXPANSION
Reign and Reverie is a 156 
card-expansion featuring 
new tools for all ten factions 
in Android: Netrunner The 
Card Game while exploring 
the urban metropolis of ChiLo, a 
beacon of light in the Midwest. 
This includes a new identity for 
all seven major factions, a new 
console for every major runner 
faction, and new agendas for 
every corp. With these powerful 

new tools, the game of Android: 
Netrunner will never be the same. Scheduled to 

ship in June 2018.
FFG ADN56 ............................................................ $29.95 
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ARKHAM HORROR: THE DEEP GATE HARDCOVER
What secrets lie drowned in Devil’s Reef? And how might Silas Marsh’s 
nightmares be connected to the end of the world? Written by award winning 
author Chris A. Jackson, The Deep Gate pursues the truths submerged 
beneath the waves. Over the course of 96 pages, it follows Silas Marsh 
and desperate librarian Abigail Foreman as they explore why her ancient 
and mysterious tome, the Prophesiae Profana, which points to a stellar event 
foretelling the apocalypse, should have painted in its margins the very same 
creatures that haunt Silas’s dreams. The Deep Gate also comes with a 16-
page full-color insert, as well as five new cards for the cooperative Living 
Card Game Arkham Horror: The Card Game, exclusive to this product. 
These include alternate art investigator and mini cards for Silas Marsh, along 
with two Silas Marsh signature cards. These signature cards can replace 
the standard Marsh signature cards and afford players an alternate way to 
bring Marsh into any investigation Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
FFG NAH13 ............................................................................. $14.95 

ARKHAM HORROR: THE DIRGE 
OF REASON HARDCOVER
Lake house destroyed. Thirty-eight dead. 
Cause unknown. The Dirge of Reason 
throws Federal Agent Roland Banks 
into the deep end in a case riddled with 
mystery and chaos. Roland has always 
done things by the book, but the book 
has very little to say about ancient 
myths and wrathful gods. Written by 
renowned author and game designer 
Graeme Davis, The Dirge of Reason 
follows the twists and turns ofRolands 
investigation for 96 pages, and you’ll 
find excerpts of the books, newspapers, 
missives, and other text related to the 
case compiled and given a life of their 
own in a 16-page full-color insert. The 

Dirge of Reason also comes with five new cards for the cooperative Living 
Card Game Arkham Horror: The Card Game, exclusive to this product. 
These include alternate art investigator and mini cards for Roland Banks, 
along two new Roland Banks signature cards, which afford players an 
alternate way to bring Roland into any investigation.
FFG NAH11 ............................................................................. $14.95 

ARKHAM HORROR: TO FIGHT 
THE BLACK WIND HARDCOVER
Not all patients can be cure — or want 
to be. Written by Jennifer Brozek, 
To Fight the Black Wind follows 
psychologist Carolyn Fern’s attempts 
to treat Josephine Ruggles, an heiress 
whose nightmares leave glyph-shaped 
wounds across her back. Miss Ruggles’s 
case is unusual, even for an institution 
like Arkham Sanatorium, but it takes 
an even stranger turn after Josephine 
claims to have met one of Carolyn’s 
former patients—a man who was 
brutally murdered… in her dreams. 
Over the course of 112 pages, To Fight 
the Black Wind braves to enter the 
realm in which these dreams take place, 

and it affords readers an even deeper immersion through its 16-page full-
color insert, featuring Carolyn Fern’s illustrated dream journal, as well as 
other select, in-universe artifacts. Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
FFG NAH14 ............................................................................. $14.95 

ARKHAM HORROR LCG: THREADS 
OF FATE MYTHOS PACK
Recover a priceless relic in the Threads of 
Fate, the first Mythos Pack in the Forgotten 
Age cycle for Arkham Horror: The Card 
Game! After the Relic of Ages is stolen, 
you must choose which leads to follow 
to uncover the guilty party and find the 
artifact. You can only hope you are not 
already too latethere is no telling what will 
happen if it falls into the wrong hands! 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
FFG AHC20................................$14.95 

A GAME OF THRONES LCG:  
2ND EDITION - THE SHADOW CITY 
CHAPTER PACK
Darkness falls across the world of A Song 
of Ice and Fire. The Shadow City marks 
the beginning of the fifth cycle of Chapter 
Packs—the Dance of Shadows cycle. Here, 
you’ll find the story advancing into the pages 
of A Dance with Dragons and the return 
of a beloved mechanic from the game’s 
first edition: shadows. Throughout this 
expansion and the rest of the cycle, you’ll find 
characters, locations, attachments, and events 
emblazoned with the shadow keyword. 
Assassins, spies, conspirators, and secrets 
hide in the twilight, ready to spring into view. 
Every faction must embrace the darkness and 
the path of shadows—or fade into obscurity. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.

FFG GT31 ................................................................................ $14.95 
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LEGEND OF THE FIVE 
RINGS LCG: HONORED 
DUEL TWO-PLAYER 
GAMEMAT
Bring honor to your conflicts 
with the Honored Duel Two-
Player Gamemat for Legend 
of the Five Rings: The Card 
Game. The 26 x 36 Gamemat 
features both a backdrop of 
Rokugan and templates that 

guide two-players on where to set their cards during play. This not only 
enhances the immersion of Legend of the Five Rings: The Card Game, but 
also gives players the tools they need to both learn the game and keep it 
organized. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
FFG FFS79 ........................................................................................PI 

THE LORD OF THE RINGS 
LCG: ATTACK ON  
DOL GULDUR  
STANDALONE QUEST
Rally your heroes for an epic battle 
with the servants of Sauron in 
Attack on Dol Guldur! This unique 
scenario for The Lord of the Rings: 
The Card Game can be played in 
both standard and epic multiplayer 
mode, expanding your adventures 
like never before. Battle trolls, wargs, 
and sorcerers, and lay siege to the 
dreaded stronghold of Sauron!
FFG UMEC74 ........................... PI

STAR WARS DESTINY:  
WAY OF THE FORCE  
BOOSTER PACK DISPLAY (36)
Return to the stunning, ‘what if’ battles of 
Star Wars: Destiny with Way of the Force, 
a new set of booster packs featuring 160 
brand new cards! Within Way of the Force, 
players will revisit many of the saga’s most 
iconic characters in fresh new ways, focusing 
on their unique equipment, abilities, and 
tactics. The set includes the most expensive 
support yet to enter the game, a new way 
to bring back a defeated character, and a 
rare battlefield that comes complete with its 
own die. Furthermore, look for mechanics 
introduced in the newest base set, Legacies, 
to be expanded upon, such as plot cards 
that can completely change how you play 
the game. Scheduled to ship in June 2018. 

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your 
retailer for availability.
FFG SWD12-D ....................................................................... $107.64 

STAR WARS: LEGION - BARRICADES PACK
Decorate your games with more terrain and provide cover for your troopers 
with the Barricades Pack for Star Wars: Legion! Within this expansion, you’ll 
find eight unpainted barricades, identical to the barricades included in the 
Star Wars: Legion Core Set. By doubling your supply of barricades, you can 
create even more variety in your battles, sprinkling barricades across the 
field and providing places for units on either side to hunker down and take 
refuge from enemy fire. Either way, the Barricades Pack invites you to bring 
a little more Star Wars flavor into your planetary battles. Scheduled to ship 
in June 2018.
FFG SWL17 .............................................................................. $14.95 

STAR WARS: LEGION 
- DESERT JUNKYARD 
GAMEMAT
The Desert Junkyard Gamemat 
is a 3’ x 3’ slip-resistant mat that 
makes the perfect battlefield for 
the epic infantry engagements of 
Star Wars: Legion. Furthermore, 
you can combine this with the 
Desert Ruins Gamemat to create 
a 3’ x 6’ space, perfect for a 
full game of epic battles. Enter 
the battlegrounds of Star Wars: 
Legion today! Scheduled to ship 

in June 2018.
FFG SWS46 ......................................................................................PI 

STAR WARS: LEGION - 
DESERT RUINS GAMEMAT
The Desert Ruins Gamemat is 
a 3’ x 3’ slip-resistant mat that 
makes the perfect battlefield for 
the epic infantry engagements of 
Star Wars: Legion. Furthermore, 
you can combine this with the 
Desert Junkyard Gamemat to 
create a 3’ x 6’ space, perfect for 
a full game of epic battles. Enter 
the battlegrounds of Star Wars: 
Legion today! Scheduled to ship 
in June 2018.
FFG SWS47 ......................................................................................PI
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STAR WARS: 
LEGION - 
PRIORITY 
SUPPLIES 
BATTLEFIELD 
EXPANSION
Bring your battlefield 
to life with the 
twelve new objective 
miniatures introduced 
in the Priority Supplies 
Battlefield Expansion 
for Star Wars: Legion! 
Here, you’ll find an 
assortment of comms 
stations, vaporators, 

and crates that you can use to mark objectives or simply use as terrain 
to decorate your battlegrounds. As these miniatures reshape the physical 
surface of your battles, three new battle cards give you new options for 
objectives, deployment, and conditions. With the miniatures and cards in 
the Priority Supplies Battlefield Expansion, you can reshape your games 
of Star Wars: Legion and enter the Galactic Civil War like never before. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
FFG SWL16 .............................................................................. $24.95 

1879: LONDON, OR THE 
HAUNTED CITY
This volume describes the London of 
1879’s alternate history in massive detail. 
Geography walks through every borough 
and provides game-ready locations and 
Adventure Hooks. At the end is a complete 
adventure, Baby Boojum, in which a 
kidnapping goes hysterically wrong. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
FAS 52201 .................................$31.99

FASA GAMES

SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE 
MISSION PACKS
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
BLACK FANG TRIBE
FFP 07MP04 ...............................$39.95 
THE LOST ARMY
FFP 07MP03 ...............................$44.95  

FLYING FROG 
PRODUCTIONS

WING IT: THE GAME OF  
EXTREME STORYTELLING
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
HPS FLP95049040 ......................$24.99

FLYING LEAP GAMES

GALE FORCE NINE

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: 
CARD DECKS
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
MAGIC ITEM (292 CARDS)
GF9 73925 ................................$29.99 
MONSTER - CHALLENGE 0-5 
(268 CARDS)
GF9 73923 ................................$24.99 
MONSTER - CHALLENGE 6-16 
(125 CARDS)
GF9 73924 ................................$14.99 

TANKS
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.

BRITISH ARMOURED FIST  
DICE SET (6)
GF9 TANKS60 ..............................$4.90 

KASHGAR: MERCHANTS  
OF THE SILK ROAD
In Kashgar, players trade different spices 
that are coming over the silk road from 
Asia to Europe. Each player has control 
over three caravans. In the beginning, 
each caravan consists of three cards 
that are spread out vertically so that the 
top part of each card is visible; each 
card stands for a caravan member with 
different abilities. Simple, yet so much fun 
and lots of strategies to explore. Scheduled 
to ship in May 2018.
IMP GRL2333 .............................$39.99

THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO 
COLLECTING TABLETOP GAMES
Tabletop gaming of all kinds is bigger 
than ever, and Gemstone Publishing’s 
latest ‘how to’ book is here to provide an 
in-depth look at this booming hobby. The 
Overstreet Guide to Collecting Tabletop 
Games takes a look at tabletop games 
of all kinds, from pen-and-paper role-
playing experiences to collectible card 
games, from modules to miniatures, and 
everything in between. This guide includes 
the history of tabletop adventures and 
other board games as well as a look at 
what makes them so collectible, plus 
interviews with veteran industry pros and 
seasoned collectors alike. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2018.
DIA STL068137 .................................. PI

BRITISH CHURCHILL III
GF9 TANKS62 ..............................$9.99 

BRITISH SHERMAN II
GF9 TANKS59 ..............................$9.99 

BRITISH PRIEST (RHA)
GF9 TANKS63 ..............................$9.99 

BRITISH VALENTINE II/III
GF9 TANKS58 ..............................$9.99 

ITALIAN DESERT  
GAME MATS 36” X 36”
1
GF9 TANKS57 ............................$28.60 
2
GF9 TANKS61 ............................$28.60 
3
GF9 TANKS64 ............................$28.60 

ITALIAN DICE SET (6)
GF9 TANKS56 ..............................$4.90 

ITALIAN SEMOVENTE
GF9 TANKS55 ..............................$9.99

ITALIAN M14/41
GF9 TANKS54 ..............................$9.99 

GEMSTONE

GRAIL GAMES
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SAMHAIN
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
HPS GX033 ................................................................................................... $19.99

IQUAZU
Each turn in Iquazú, players either draw 
four cards or play cards of a single color 
from their hand to place one of their gems 
in an empty space on the board the same 
color as the cards they played. If you place 
in the leftmost column, you play only one 
card, in the secondmost left column, two 
cards, and so on. The last player in turn 
order adds a water droplet to the highest 
empty spot in the leftmost column after 
their turn. Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
HAB 303441 ..............................$49.99

BOGGLE
Earn points by spotting words your friends 
dont before time runs out. Shake the grid 
to mix up the letter cubes. Then lift the lid 
and flip the timer. Players have 90 seconds 
to write down as many words as they can 
find on the grid before time is up. At the 
end of the round, score the words. If two 
or more players find the same word, that 
word doesnt count. The player with the 
highest score wins. Game comes in an 
easy to store travel case for both timer and 
dice. Includes Boggle grid base and lid, 16 
letter cubes, sand timer, and instructions. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C2187 ........................................ PI 

BOOM, BANG, GOLD
Boom, Bang, Gold is an exciting game 
with plenty of action in which speed and 
a good eye are important. The person 
who manages to collect the most nuggets 
in their gold chest at the end of the day 
wins the fast-paced hunt for gold. Players 
can play action tiles to flip over extra 
tiles, throw an extra piece of dynamite, 
duel with another player, and more. After 
twelve rounds, whoever has the most gold 
wins! Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
HAB 303337 ..............................$29.99 

COINHOLE
It’s the tabletop coin-bouncing party game! 
Players bounce the included Coinhole 
coins onto a table as they attempt to sink 
them through the Coinhole board hole. 
Multiple gameplays allow players to 
compete individually or in teams. With 
the Coinhole game, turn a tabletop into 
an instant party! Scheduled to ship in 
February 2018.
MLB C3810 ........................................ PI 

GIOCHIX.IT

HABA USA

HASBRO

CRANIUM
The Cranium Game is outrageous fun 
and gives players a chance to show off 
their talents! Players team up to cruise 
around the board completing activities in 
4 color-coded categories: Creative Cat, 
Data Head, Star Performer, and Word 
Worm. One team picks a card from the 
category that matches their space on the 
board, and must successfully complete the 
activity before time runs out. Spelling a 
word backwards, drawing with their eyes 
closed, and solving a puzzle are just of 
few of the activities they might do. The first 
team to reach the Cranium Central space 
and complete one last challenge wins! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C1939 ........................................ PI 

DISNEY SONG CHALLENGE
Grab some Disney movie and TV show 
super fans and play the Disney Song 
Challenge. It’s time for players to show 
off Disney song skills and prove they are 
the Disney champion! The Disney Song 
Challenge is a game that tests a players’ 
Disney song expertise. A card is flipped 
over from the deck, revealing a Disney 
movie or TV show. The first player to 
jump up and sing a song from the movie 
or show wins the card! But, if the player 
messes up the song, the player must spin 
the Wheel of Fun-sequences and perform 
a silly action! Most of the Fun-sequences 
are Disney-themed-impression of a Disney 
character. First player to earn five cards 
wins! Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
MLB E1872 ......................................... PI

GESSTURES
Act and guess as fast as you can in this 
hilarious, high-speed Guesstures game! 
All you have to do is pop four cards into 
the Action Timer, then set it and start 
acting fast! The words may look easy, but 
you only have a few seconds to use classic 
charades techniques to get your team to 
guess each one. Did your team guess 
right? Then you’ve got to grab the card 
out of the slot before it gets “munched” 
by the Action Timer! Easy cards are worth 
1 point, Medium cards are worth 2, and 
Hard cards are worth 3. When the game’s 
over, will your team have enough points to 
win? Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB B0638 ......................................... PI

JENGA PASS CHALLENGE
Take the classic Jenga game “off the table” 
with the Jenga Pass Challenge game. Stack 
Jenga wooden blocks on the platform to 
build the tower then remove one block at 
a time while holding one of the platform 
handles. It takes a steady hand when 
removing the blocks and passing the 
platform to opponents be carefull or the 
Jenga tower will come crashing down! Be 
the last player to successfully stack a block 
and pass the platform without causing 
the tower to crash. The platform has two 
handles and comes with a stabilizing 
stand. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
MLB E0585 ......................................... PI 

HEARING THINGS
Who knows what’s going to come out 
of your teammate’s mouth? The Hearing 
Things game, Hasbro’s twist on the online 
viral “Whisper Challenge” sensation 
has you guessing what you think your 
teammate is saying by reading their 
lips. One player puts on the speech-
cancelling electronic headphones and 
the other player says the random phrase 
shown on the card such as, ““Pigeons 
like to cuddle”” or “You’re the champ 
of the camp “. The game headphones 
limit the player’s ability to hear what 
their teammate is saying out loud, and 
the player has to figure it out to earn the 
card. The player with the most cards wins. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C3379 ........................................ PI 

MONOPOLY:  
CHEATER’S EDITION
A Monopoly game that 
bends the rules! What can 
you get away with? Lean into 
those iconic (yet unspoken) 
Monopoly moments in which 
rules are “bent”, money is 
“borrowed” and funny business is welcomed. Creative suggestions on the board, cards, 
and rules encourage players to express their inner cheater to own it all. Complete a cheat 
to get a reward, but fail a cheat and pay the consequences! Pretend handcuffs leave 
players “chained” to the board until they’re released. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
MLB E1871 .............................................................................................................PI
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MONOPOLY: GAMER
It’s the Monopoly game with a Nintendo 
twist as it joins forces with beloved 
Nintendo video game characters. Instead 
of standard Monopoly tokens, the game 
features Super Mario characters, each 
with their own special powers within 
gameplay. Play as Mario, Princess Peach, 
Yoshi, or Donkey Kong. Finish the game 
by defeating Bowser at the end! It’s not just 
about money in this game; players earn 
points by buying Properties, collecting 
Coins, and beating Bosses. The player 
with the highest score wins the game. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C1815 ........................................ PI 

MONOPOLY: GAMER  
COLLECTOR’S EDITION
It’s the Monopoly game with a Nintendo 
twist as it joins forces with beloved 
Nintendo video game characters. It’s 
not just about money in this game; 
players earn points by buying Properties, 
collecting Coins, and beating Bosses. This 
exclusive edition features a Bowser token 
and character card with unique Monopoly 
game abilities. Scheduled to ship in 
February 2018.
MLB C2127 ........................................ PI

MR. TOAST
It’s the Mr. Toast Game – the 2015 winner 
in Hasbro’s Next Great Game Challenge! 
Hasbro teamed up with Indiegogo to 
invite designers and inventors to come up 
with new game ideas, and Mr. Toast was 
chosen from over 500 different entries. 
It’s a hilarious and fast-paced card game 
that lets the comic character, Mr. Toast, be 
irresponsible by playing fun Recreation 
cards, or players can saddle opponents 
with Responsibility cards causing poor 
Mr. Toast to miss out on the fun. You’ll love 
entering the family-friendly world of Mr. 
Toast and his friends including Mope the 
Onion, Shaky Bacon, and his best friend 
Joe the Egg. So, chillax and avoid the 
chores with Mr. Toast. Scheduled to ship in 
February 2018.
MLB C0207 ........................................ PI 

MONOPOLY: STAR WARS -  
40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
It’s the Fast-Dealing Property Trading 
Game taken to a galaxy far, far away! 
Celebrate the 40th anniversary of the 
original Star Wars movie with this special 
edition of the Monopoly game. Players 
can relive the story of Star Wars: A New 
Hope as they travel around the board. 
Collect memorable scenes and iconic ships 
inspired by the 1977 movie. Scheduled to 
ship in February 2018.
MLB C1990 ........................................ PI

MONOPOLY: DEADPOOL
Deadpool meets the Monopoly game — 
like peanut butter and fried trout, it’s a 
perfect match! In the Monopoly: Deadpool 
Edition game players build their own team 
of Mercs for Money as they purchase the 
contracts of the world’s best mercenaries. 
Some are Deadpool’s allies, some are 
Deadpools from alternate universes, and 
one is just Deadpool in a maid outfit. Other 
players have to pay a fee when they land 
on Mercs. Get ready to wheel and deal, 
buy vehicles like a chimichanga truck, and 
steal friends’ stuff with the Cheap Shot 
And Low Blow spaces. Scheduled to ship 
in February 2018.
MLB E2033 ......................................... PI 

PAYDAY
Gather the family together to play this 
game of handling finances. Pay Day comes 
at the end of the month, and to make it 
there without going broke, players will 
have to manage their money wisely. Try to 
stack up the cash by finding bargains and 
selling them for a profit. Take out loans if 
necessary, and watch out for those bills. 
The player who can make — and hang 
on to — the most cash wins! Scheduled to 
ship in March 2018.
MLB E0751 ......................................... PI 

PIT CLASSIC
Shout out and swap cards fast in this 
frenzied commodity trading game! At the 
ring of the bell, everyone plays at once! 
Players trade cards from their hands 
as they try to collect nine of the same 
commodity cards. Got nine of a kind? Ring 
the bell to win! The first player to win three 
rounds wins the game. Add more risk to 
your trading with the Bull and the Bear 
cards! Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
MLB E0890 ......................................... PI

POUR TASTE
In the hilarious Pour Taste game, players 
choose six ingredients (ingredients not 
included) and fill each cup with one of 
them. Then, each player takes a turn 
spinning the spinner. The spin will tell the 
player which ingredients to mix up — or 
whether to choose another player to drink, 
steal chips, or go bankrupt. Will the drink 
taste ok or totally gross? It’s up to the 
player to decide whether or not they will 
drink up. Every time a player drinks from 
a cup, they earn a chip. If they decide not 
to drink the concoction, they lose a chip. 
The first player to get four chips wins. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C2131 ........................................ PI

SCRABBLE DELUXE
It’s the classic game of Scrabble with 
Deluxe features! You can take your game 
to the next level with this Deluxe Edition 
game. The wheeled gameboard turns so 
nobody has to read the board upside 
down, and its non-slip grid keeps the tiles 
in place. When the game is over, you can 
store it in the handy carry case! Get ready 
to word up with Deluxe Edition Scrabble! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB A8769 ........................................ PI 

SIMON CLASSIC
Get ready to watch, remember, repeat! 
The Simon game is the exciting electronic 
game of lights and sounds in which players 
must repeat random sequences of lights by 
pressing the colored pads in the correct order. 
It’s fast-paced play, with lights and sounds 
that can challenge you. Experience the fun 
as you repeat the patterns and advance to 
higher levels. Keep track of your score as you 
challenge friends or try to beat your own high 
score. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB B7962 ......................................... PI 

SIMON: STAR WARS -  
DARTH VADER
The Simon Star Wars Darth Vader game 
features a game unit designed like the 
legendary Star Wars character, Darth Vader. 
Players need to remember and repeat the 
patterns but now they will have to follow along 
with the sounds and repeat in correct order 
by pressing the pads on Darth Vader’s mask. 
It’s fast-paced play, with lights and sounds 
that can challenge players as they watch, 
remember, and repeat to stay in the game. 
The flashing lights and sounds feature “The 
Imperial March” and the Star Wars main 
theme. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C0949 ........................................ PI 

SPEAK OUT: KIDS VS. PARENTS
Players try to say different phrases while 
wearing a mouthpiece that won’t let them shut 
their mouth. Parents pick from the Parents 
deck of cards, filled with phrases parents 
might say to kids such as “This playroom is 
a positive pigsty!” Kids get to choose from 
the Kids deck filled with things kids might say 
such as “What a bummer, brother.” Players 
read the phrase as best as they can to their 
teammates, but it’s not so easy to do as the 
timer counts down and the mouthpiece is 
hindering them from forming words correctly. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C3145 ........................................ PI 
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STRANGER THINGS MONOPOLY
In this Monopoly game inspired by the 
Netflix Original Series, Stranger Things, 
Will Byers has gone missing. Players choose 
an 80s-inspired token or one “ripped from 
the Upside Down” to move around the 
board trying to find him. Pretend to search 
the town of Hawkins and buy, sell, and 
trade locations and vehicles from the show. 
Who will win the game and avoid getting 
trapped in the “Upside Down?” Scheduled 
to ship in February 2018.
MLB C4550 ........................................ PI 

STRANGER THINGS QUIJA
Turn your world upside down with this 
Stranger Things themed Ouija Board by 
Hasbro and Mystifying Oracle. Grab your 
friends and gather around. Ask questions 
about the strange events that rocked the 
town of Hawkins, Indiana, in 1983. Maybe 
an otherworldly power from Upside Down 
or the spirit of Barb is listening! Scheduled 
to ship in February 2018.
MLB C4549 ........................................ PI

STAR WARS HEAD HINTS
Who is strongest with the Force? 
Imagine entering the universe of Star 
Wars in this intergalactic version of the 
Head Hints game and choose to play 
as Luke Skywalker, Yoda, Princess Leia, 
or Chewbacca. Players try to guess the 
mystery card that’s placed in their Star 
Wars character mask so they can boost 
their Force strength and become Clue 
Commander to help others guess their 
cards. But be careful…Darth Vader 
tokens take Force points away! The 
spinner will land on one of 5 different 
ways to give clues including acting it out, 
breathing like Darth Vader, or even doing 
a Yoda impression. Scheduled to ship in 
February 2018.
MLB C2125 ........................................ PI

STANGER THINGS EGGO  
CARD GAME
Play as one of the characters from original 
Netflix series, Stranger Things in the 
Stranger Things Eggo Card Game! Play 
as Will, Mike, Lucas, Dustin, Eleven, 
Hopper or Barb! Each card played can 
either send a player’s character to the 
upside down, make an opponent draw 
two cards, reverse the order of play, 
summon the Demogoron, or cause a rift 
that sends everyone who was Right Side 
Up to the Upside Down, and vice versa! 
Players must escape from the Upside Down 
and get rid of all their Eggo cards before 
the Demogorgon attacks. Succeed, or be 
toast! Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C4548 ........................................ PI 

STRANGER THINGS  
SCREEN TEST GAME
Fans of the popular Netflix original series, 
Stranger Things, can put their viewing 
skills to the test with this exciting game 
to be played while watching! P Listening 
skills will be challenged as players eagerly 
await for phrases such as “monster 
hunting” or “bad men are coming.” Some 
cues are single appearances and some are 
more generic and open for interpretation, 
allowing for healthy debate. Earn points 
when something onscreen matches the 
cue on a card — and subtract points for 
leftover cards. The player with the most 
points after each episode wins. Who will 
win the most episodes to be the Stranger 
Things super fan? Scheduled to ship in 
February 2018.
MLB C4547 ........................................ PI 

STAR WARS YAHTZEE DUELS
Get ready for a duel! It’s Rey vs. Kylo 
Ren in this intergalactic version of the 
Yahtzee game. The Force is strong 
but who is stronger? Players match 
the symbols on their opponent’s Force 
shield, as they try to penetrate all 4 
pieces. Clear a path and deliver a final 
strike to win! Will the light or dark side 
of the Force prevail in this exciting 
dice-rollin’ Star Wars battle game? 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C2110 ........................................ PI

TABOO - MIDNIGHT
Experience unspeakable late night fun 
with the Midnight Taboo game, the adult-
rated edition of the popular game of 
forbidden words. Get your team to guess 
the target word on the card, but you 
can’t use any of the forbidden words in 
your clues, or your opponents will buzz 
the buzzer and you’ll lose your turn. Be 
prepared for hilarious moments as you 
race against the clock to give your team 
the best descriptions and clues possible. 
The team with the most points at the end 
of the game wins the glory! Scheduled to 
ship in February 2018.
MLB C0418 ........................................ PI

TRIVIAL PURSUIT CLASSIC
Gather your friends to play the trivia 
game that started It all! The Classic Edition 
of this Trivial Pursuit Game is the same 
gameplay you know and love, only with 
a 1980’s retro appearance! Featuring 
classic gameplay and gameboard, this 
game contains 2,400 questions in six 
categories: Geography, Entertainment, 
History, Art and Literature, Science and 
Nature, and Sports and Leisure. Players 
move around the board answering 
questions. The first player to collect six 
different colored wedges and answer a 
final question correctly wins! Scheduled to 
ship in February 2018.
MLB C1940 ........................................ PI 

TABOO
It’s the exciting Taboo game that keeps 
players on the edge of their seats! Players 
try to get teammates to say the Guess word 
on the card without using any of the Taboo 
words in the clues. If the describer says a 
Taboo word listed on the card while giving 
the clues, they’ll get interrupted with the 
electronic buzzer and lose a turn. Players 
keep the cards that were guessed correctly, 
and the team with the most cards wins 
the game. With 400 double-sided cards 
in this Taboo game, players will have 
plenty of words to choose from as they 
race against the clock to give teammates 
the best descriptions and clues possible. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB E2616 ......................................... PI 

TROUBLE: CARS 3
It’s demolition derby time with this Disney 
Pixar Cars 3 edition of the Trouble game! 
Lightning McQueen has been challenged 
by the Crazy 8 Racers to compete in 
a demolition derby at Thunder Hollow 
Speedway. Players bump opponents back 
to the pits, move through speed zones, get 
stuck in pileups, and get help by rolling Miss 
Fritter and having her in their corner. The first 
player to get all four of their cars home wins! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
MLB C1772 ........................................ PI

TWISTER: TROLLS
The iconic game that ties you up in 
knots meets the world of DreamWorks 
Trolls! Get ready for a twisting, tangling, 
dancing, hair-raising good time with the 
DreamWorks Trolls edition of the Twister 
game. With special Trolls moves, the game 
keeps players on their toes! Scheduled to 
ship in February 2018.
MLB C2095 ........................................ PI 

DEATH NOTE CONFRONTATION
Death Note Confrontation, is a two player 
game in which one player takes on the role 
of L, trying to locate and capture Kira, and 
the other player is Kira, punishing those 
he sees deserving of the ultimate penalty. 
Each player uses their character’s specified 
notebook and either, as L, reveals criminal 
targets, and to systematically locate 
Kira,or, as Kira, eliminates those targets in 
order to gain enough victory points to win. 
IDW 01423 ................................$29.99 

IDW GAMES
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SONIC THE HEDGEHOG  
CRASH COURSE
Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, and Dr. Ivo Eggman 
Robotnik, are on a crash course for the 
Chaos Emeralds! Speeding through the 
classic Green Hill Zone, players race to be 
the first player to collect the most Chaos 
Emeralds! If you want to take the victory, 
then you gotta go fast! 
IDW 01484 ................................$29.99 

MUNCHKIN TEENAGE MUTANT 
NINJA TURTLES
Using the much beloved and extremely 
popular Munchkin Game Rules, by Stece 
Jackson Games, Munchkin Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, blends the humor and gameplay 
of Munchkin with the enemies and team up 
themes of the iconic Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turles comics. In Munchkin TMNT, the Turtles 
and their pals are in a race to the Level 10 
Pizza Parlor, as the first one there eats for 
Free! It’s all good dudes, except Sgreddar, and 
the Food Clan, are out to spoil the pizza party. 
IDW 01527 ....................................$24.95

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: 
MIDGARD DM SCREEN
This durable, four-panel Game Master’s 
Screen features lavish art, a glorious map 
of Midgard, and a hoard of useful tables! 
Perfect to keep your game running smoothly. 
The landscape screen makes it easy for you 
to see the table of play, while keeping your 
own notes and die rolls hidden. More than 
20 tables inside provide support for all 
levels of GM ability, as well as for combat, 
exploration, and travel. Each screen includes 

a set of printed character sheets on high quality paper. Level up your game with the 
Midgard GM’s Screen for 5th Edition!
PZO KOBGMS5E ........................................................................................... $15.99 

KOBOLD PRESS

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: 
MIDGARD HEROES HANDBOOK
The Midgard Heroes Handbook for 5th 
Edition has everything you need to create 
a character for a 5th edition Midgard 
campaign, including full details on 11 new 
races and 4 variants on standard races. 
Roll up a trollkin barbarian, a ravenfolk 
fighter, a kobold rogue, and more. You’ll 
also get more than four dozen new class 
options, including bard colleges and 
paladin oaths; martial, ranger, and rogue 
archetypes; cleric domains and a druid 
circle; sorcerous bloodlines, warlock pacts, 
and arcane traditions. There are also feats 
for new types of magic, 20 backgrounds, 
and nearly 300 new spells! The shadow 
roads are open, and the World Serpent 
stirs in its sleep. Adventure awaits the bold!
PZO KOBMHH ............................$49.99 

MIDGARD WORLDBOOK
It is an age of war. Civilization slowly gives 
way to encroaching wilderness, and once-
mighty empires now lie beneath the waves. 
Only magic and the warmth of hope keeps 
lights aglow when dread things prowl, and 
priestly wardings are bent by demonic 
rage. The omens are dire. The roads to 
the shadow realm are open again, and 
the fey have returned to claim their ancient 
tribute. In the north the giants prepare 
for Ragnarok, while the goblins in the 
west grow restless. In the Crossroads, the 
shadow of the vampire princes falls across 
the land. The World Serpent is stirring — 
and not even all-knowing Baba Yaga can 
say what will happen next.
PZO KOBMWB1001 ...................$49.99 

PATHFINDER RPG:  
MIDGARD GM SCREEN
This durable, four-panel Game Master’s 
Screen features lavish art, a glorious 
map of Midgard, and a hoard of useful 
tables! Perfect to keep your game running 
smoothly. The landscape screen makes 
it easy for you to see the table of play, 
while keeping your own notes and die 
rolls hidden. More than 20 tables inside 
provide support for all levels of GM 
ability, as well as for combat, exploration, 
and travel. Each screen includes a set of 
printed character sheets on high quality 
paper. Level up your game with the 
Midgard GM’s Screen for Pathfinder 
Roleplaying Game!
PZO KOBGMSPF ........................$15.99 

PATHFINDER RPG:  
MIDGARD PLAYER’S GUIDE
Here’s everything you need to find 
adventure in the wind-swept plains, 
frozen crags, and magic-blasted wastes of 
Midgard — a dark fantasy world flavored 
with the myths and folklore of Central 
Europe. Match wits with Baba Yaga, cross 
swords with minotaur corsairs, and travel 
the Shadow Roads to the glittering courts 
of the fey. There’s no better time to be a 
Midgardian hero!
PZO KOBMPGPF .........................$39.99

PEARL: POLY ASSORTMENT (7) (PLASTIC BOX)
GRAY KOP 02960 ........................................................................................... $7.00 
NAVY KOP 02961 ........................................................................................... $7.00 
RED KOP 02963 .............................................................................................. $7.00

DOUBLE MATTE DRAGONHIDE 
SLEEVES (50)
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
GREEN
LGN MAT081 ..................................... PI
METALLIC GOLD
LGN MAT083 ..................................... PI 
METALLIC SILVER
LGN MAT082 ..................................... PI

DRAGONHIDE HOARD PLUS  
V2 DECK BOXES
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
GREEN
LGN EDHP06 ...................................... PI
RED
LGN EDHP05 ...................................... PI

FROSTBITTEN & MUTILATED
From the multi-award winning artist/writer 
behind Vornheim: The Complete City Kit, Red & 
Pleasant Land, and Maze of the Blue Medusa, this 
book details the bleak white wild created on the 
spot where the first goddess took the first bite out 
of the Earth, which maintains the balances and 
arrangements that held sway in the first days. 
It contains wolfpacks, cannibal giants, trolls, 
demons of the apocalypse as well as a wilderness 
kit with enough tables, generators and tools to 
keep your players busy until hell freezes over. 
Frostbitten & Mutilated is a setting book for use 
with Lamentations of the Flame Princess Weird 
Fantasy Role-Playing and other traditional role-
playing games. Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
IMP LFP0047 ........................................ $29.99

KOPLOW GAMES

LAMENTATIONS OF THE FLAME PRINCESS

LEGION SUPPLIES
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MUSEUM RUSH
Museum Rush is a competitive thieving game where 
players race against time to steal treasures from 
a museum while avoiding cameras, guards, and 
greedy rivals. Luckily, these dastardly robbers have 
an array of items to help them get the better of the 
guards and their fellow thieves such as sultry Llamas, 
mighty Underwear, and the high-tech Cardboard 
Box. If you get caught, you’ll be thrown out of the 
museum and your ill-gotten gains confiscated. You’ll 
just have to break in again and steal some more! 
Make sure you’ve escaped with your loot before the 
time runs out - when the last Clock card is drawn, the 
game is over and the player who escapes with the 
most valuable loot and treasure wins!

NJD 411501 .............................................................................................. $39.99

DRAGONHIDE VAULT  
V2 DECK BOX
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
GREEN LGN EDV206 ..........................PI 
RED LGN EDV205 ...............................PI

VIKINGS GONE WILD: MASTERS 
OF ELEMENTS EXPANSION
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
HPS LKY009 ...............................$34.99 

STAR TREK ADVENTURES: NEXT 
GENERATION AWAY TEAM 
MINIATURE SET
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
MUH 051234 .............................$49.99

STAR TREK ADVENTURES: 
COMMAND DIVISION
The Command Division Sourcebook 
includes: Detailed description of the 
command division, including its role in 
Starfleet, the various branches within 
the command division, the role of Fleet 
Operations, life as a command division 
cadet, and details on starship operations. 
Expanded 2d20 Social Conflict rules, 
enhancing social encounters and 
galactic diplomacy. An expanded list 
of Talents and Focuses for command 
and conn characters. New rules on 
running Admiralty-level campaigns that 
let you command entire fleets, as well as 
information on commanding starbases. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
MUH 051063 .............................$34.99 

DRAGONHIDE HOARD  
V2 DECK BOX
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
GREEN LGN EDH206 ..........................PI 
RED LGN EDH205...............................PI 

LUCKY DUCK GAMES

MODIPHIUS

PARANOIA: IMPLAUSIBLE 
DENIABILITY
CONGRATULATIONS, CITIZEN! You have 
been selected for an EXCITING MISSION. 
Your assignment is to: [ ] Determine why 
there’s a microscopic shortfall in food 
vat yields [ ] Test experimental brain 
interface technology [ ] Terminate terrorist 
mutant traitors [ ] Identify and terminate 
saboteurs in your Troubleshooter team [ 
] Determine the precise temperature at 
which your cranial fluid boils [ ] Have fun. 
Fun is mandatory. [X] ALL OF THE ABOVE 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
MGP 50007 ...............................$19.99 

TRAVELLER: GREAT RIFT 
ADVENTURE 3: FLATLINED
The term ‘flatlined’ is a common figure of 
speech in Charted Space. Flatlined takes 
place on the world of Neon, in Usher 
subsector of Reft. The Travellers awaken in 
a crashed spacecraft with only the vaguest 
memories of how they got there. First, they 
must survive, then discover how they came 
to be there. After that, their troubles really 
begin… Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
MGP 40016 ...............................$19.99 

MONGOOSE  
PUBLISHING

TRAVELLER: MARCHES ADVENTURE 
2: MISSION TO MITHRIL
In Mission on Mithril, the Travellers land 
at Mithril’s rudimentary starport, only 
to find their vessel disabled. The base is 
strangely empty. As the Travellers explore, 
they discover there may be survivors of 
whatever happened at the port. A distant 
distress beacon is detected, but reaching it 
requires an overland trek. Having located 
the survivors, the Travellers discover 
their problems are only just beginning… 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
MGP 40017 ...............................$19.99 

YELLOW CLEARANCE BLACK BOX 
BLUES (REMASTERED)
One of the most famous missions in 
Troubleshooter history has returned to 
enhance the lives of a new generation of 
clones. Once more Troubleshooters can 
pursue the elusive Black Box, explore 
Outdoors, and bring peace and security 
to Alpha Complex. We cant tell you what 
this adventure is about (except that lots of 
confused and desperate people are killing 
each other over a mysterious Black Box), but 
we can tell you what it (the mission, we mean, 
not the box). Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
MGP 50006 ...............................$49.99

HONOUR: THE AWAKENING
Honour happens in a world dominated by Asian 
economies and Asian culture. It is 2036 and kids 
in New York listen to K-pop, kids in Nairobi speak 
fluent Putonghua, and kids in India all know that the 
latest games out of Indonesia are the ones you must 
be playing. But it is not just cultural differences that 
separate our reality from that of Honour. Using a 
unique system under-pinned by the Chinese Zodiac, 
the philosophy of Yin & Yang and offering a genuine, 
sandbox Sorcery system, Honour: The Awakening is a 
genuine one of a kind game in a one of a kind setting. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
NDR HTA001 ................................................. $50.00

NINE DRAGONS

NINJA DIVISION GAMES

MY LITTLE PONY: TAILS OF 
EQUESTRIA RPG - OFFICIAL  
MOVIE SOURCEBOOK
Take your adventures beyond Equestria’s 
borders with the first sourcebook for Tails 
of Equestria, brining you new and exciting 
characters, locations, and stories. Scheduled 
to ship in March 2018.
SH7 440310 ................................ $24.99 
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PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT -  
FORESTS MULTI-PACK
When the heroes decide to explore vast stretches 
of wilderness, Pathfinder Flip-Mat Multi-Pack: 
Forests has you covered. The four sides of this 
Flip-Mat Multi-Pack present meandering brooks, 
winding trails, groves, grottos and other forest 
locations perfect for exploration and ambush. 
Each side connects to the other parts of the 
wilderness in some way, allowing you to present 
a nearly endless forest! Don’t waste your time 
sketching when you could be playing. With 
Pathfinder Flip-Mat Multi-Pack: Forests, you’ll be 
ready next time your players wish to brave the 
primordial woodlands! This set includes two flip 
mats, each measuring 24” x 30” unfolded, and 
8” x 10” folded. A Flip-Mat’s coated surface can 
handle any dry erase, wet erase, or even permanent marker. Usable by experienced 
GMs and novices alike, Pathfinder Flip-Mats fit perfectly into any Game Master’s arsenal! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PZO 30093 ................................................................................................... $24.99 

JUDGE DREDD: THE CURSED EARTH -  
AN EXPEDITION GAME
It’s time to venture out into radioactive wasteland 
of The Cursed Earth! In Judge Dredd: The Cursed 
Earth, a graphic adventure card game designed 
for competitive, cooperative, or solo play, players 
must lead a team of Judges against dinosaurs, 
mutants, and the Cursed Earth, itself, in search 
of an object of immense power before it falls into 
the wrong hands. As they scour the wastelands, 
the team will encounter a host of iconic 2000AD 
characters that will push their resources and 
abilities to their limits. On an impossible journey 
through radioactive hell, can even the Judges 
survive the Cursed Earth?
OSP GAM020 .......................................$34.00

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE CARD 
GAME: ULTIMATE WILDERNESS 
ADD-ON DECK
Delve into the lush terrain of Golarion to 
gain new cards for your wild, wild life. 
Overgrown with new animal allies and 
fungal infusions, the Ultimate Wilderness 
Add-On Deck can be used with any 
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game 
character or Adventure Path. Or you can 
play with the character included in this 
109-card box: Zova, the iconic Shifter! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PZO 6832 ..................................$19.99 

MONSTER MATCH
As the newest member of the Happy Planet 
line of games, Monster Match is another 
game that raises the happiness level of 
everyone playing. Monster Match is the 
screaming-fast game of catching cute, donut 
eating, monsters. Be faster than the other 
players to catch a monster, but each monster 
is also worth different donut points. Do you 
capture the first matching monster you see, or 
do you try to find the monster with the most 
donuts? Whatever your strategy, be careful! 
Go too fast and you might catch the wrong 
monster and lose some donuts!
NSG 650 ...................................................................................................... $17.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE PATH - 
WAR FOR THE CROWN PART 6 -  
THE SIX-LEGEND SOUL
With the validity of the Stavian royal line confirmed, 
the heroes return to Taldor to discover horrible 
machinations transpired in their absence, and 
they must now face the cunning secret society, the 
Immaculate Circle, to recover the soul of their departed 
benefactor. But as they return triumphant, they find 
themselves not celebrated but hated, hunted, and 
accused of regicide. To set the world right and end 
the War for the Crown, the heroes must confront not 
one but six of Taldor’s greatest emperors, resurrected 
from the past by equal parts malice and hubris! The 
Six Legend Soul is a Pathfinder Roleplaying Game 
adventure for 16th-level characters written by Amber 
Scott. The adventure concludes the War for the Crown 
Adventure Path, as players drag a once-grand nation 

kicking and screaming into the modern day, becoming legendary politicians, spymasters, and 
nobles in their own right. A selection of new monsters, a review of the legendary emperors of 
Taldor’s glory, a look at the Ulfen Guard, and advice for continuing the campaign all round out 
this volume of the Pathfinder Adventure Path. Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PZO 90132 ................................................................................................... $24.99 

NORTH STAR GAMES

OSPREY PUBLISHING

PAIZO PUBLISHING

FUNKY CHICKEN
Take all the excitement of the 
2018 TOTY Game of the Year 
Finalist Happy Salmon, add 
funky dance moves, pack it in a 
chicken, and you have…Funky 
Chicken! As a member of the 
Happy Planet line of games, 
Funky Chicken is another game 
that raises the happiness level of 
everyone playing. Funky Chicken 
gets everyone moving and 
laughing in under two minutes. 
Players simultaneously call out 
the dance actions “Bump”, 
“Swing”, “Spin”, and “Funky 
Chicken”. When two players 

match, they perform the dance move together and discard their card. The first player 
to discard all their cards wins! Play Funky Chicken solo or combine it with Happy 
Salmon to create even more fun!
NSG 630 .................................................................................................$17.99 

PATHFINDER RPG: BESTIARY 5 
(POCKET EDITION)
Creatures strange beyond imagining and 
more terrifying than any nightmare lurk in 
the dark corners of the world and the weird 
realms beyond. Within this book, you’ll find 
hundreds of monsters for use in the Pathfinder 
Roleplaying Game. Face off against devils 
and dragons, deep ones and brain moles, 
robots and gremlins, and myriad other 
menaces! Yet not every creature needs to be 
an enemy, as whimsical liminal sprites, helpful 
moon dogs, and regal seilenoi all stand ready 
to aid you on your quests-if you prove yourself 
worthy. Pathfinder RPG Bestiary 5 is the fifth 
indispensable volume of monsters for use with 
the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game and serves 
as a companion to the Pathfinder RPG Core 
Rulebook and Pathfinder RPG Bestiary. This imaginative tabletop game builds upon more 
than 10 years of system development and an Open Playtest featuring more than 50,000 
gamers to create a cutting-edge RPG experience that brings the all-time best-selling set of 
fantasy rules into a new era. Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PZO 1133-PE ................................................................................................ $19.99 

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT CLASSICS 
- WATCH STATION
Whether your players are on the right side of 
the law or under arrest, no Game Master wants 
to spend time drawing interrogation rooms 
and holding cells. Fortunately, with Flip-Mat 
Classics: Watch Station, you don’t have to! This 
line of gaming maps provides ready-to-use and 
captivatingly detailed fantasy set-pieces for the 
busy Game Master. Pathfinder Flip-Mat Classics: 
Watch Station also connects with Pathfinder Map 
Pack: Sewer System, allowing you to create a 
customizable dungeon of your own design. The 
most-popular Pathfinder Flip-Mats in history 
return! These fan-favorite maps feature versatile 
adventure settings-city streets, forests, ships, 
taverns, and more-and now they’re back for a 

repeat performance. Durable and lavishly detailed, these essential adventure set pieces are 
sure to bring excitement to your game table for years to come! Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PZO 31017 ................................................................................................... $13.99 
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PATHFINDER RPG: PLAYER 
COMPANION - HEROES  
FROM THE FRINGE
Dwarves, elves, gnomes, halflings, and 
other non-human peoples are staples of 
Golarion’s population, and these groups 
are not monoliths. From Ekujae elves of 
the Mwangi Expanse to Pahmet dwarves 
of Osirion to bleachling gnomes, who 
exist in an emotional void, the non-human 
ethnicities of Golarion have cultivated rich 
traditions, specialized equipment, and 
adventuring skills. Delve deeper into your 
character’s background with the many 
options in Pathfinder Player Companion: 
Heroes from the Fringe! Scheduled to ship 
in July 2018.
PZO 9491 ..................................$14.99 

PATHFINDER RPG: ULTIMATE 
COMBAT (POCKET EDITION)
Ultimate Combat also introduces three 
new Pathfinder RPG classes: the ninja, 
samurai, and gunslinger! The ninja 
blends the subterfuge of the rogue with 
high-flying martial arts and assassination 
techniques. The samurai is an 
unstoppable armored warrior who lives 
by a strong code of honor-with or without 
a master. The gunslinger combines the 
fighter’s martial prowess with a new 
grit mechanic that allows her to pull off 
fantastic acts with a pistol or rifle. All this 
plus tons of new armor and weapons, 
a complete treatment of firearms in the 
Pathfinder RPG, a vast array of martial 
arts, finishing moves, vehicle combat, 
duels, and new combat-oriented spells 
for every spellcasting class in the game! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PZO 1118-PE .............................$19.99 

STARFINDER RPG:  
FLIP-MAT - ASTEROID
Whether you’re looking for the mother 
lode of starmetals or just hiding out from 
the law on a deserted space rock, no 
Game Master wants to spend time drawing 
every crater and outcropping. Fortunately, 
with Paizo’s latest Starfinder Flip-Mat, you 
don’t have to! This line of gaming maps 
provides ready-to-use science-fantasy 
set pieces for the busy Game Master. 
This double-sided map features a grimy 
asteroid mining station on one side and 
the rugged surface of a rocky planetoid on 
the other. Don’t waste time sketching when 
you could be playing. With Starfinder 
Flip-Mat: Asteroid, you’ll always be ready 
next time your players go rock hopping! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PZO 7308 ..................................$14.99 

STARFINDER RPG:  
ARMORY HARDCOVER
Outfit yourself with only the best 
supplies for interstellar adventure 
with the hardcover Starfinder 
Armory! Within this directory of 
futuristic equipment, you’ll find 
tons of adventuring gear for the 
Starfinder Roleplaying Game, from 
weapons, armor, and augmentations 
to technological items, magic items, 
vehicles, and more! Also included 
are new equipment-themed player 
options for every Starfinder character 
class! Starfinder Armory is a must-
have companion volume to the 
Starfinder Core Rulebook. With 
this galactic inventory of inventive 
gadgets and gear, you’ll always have 
exactly what you need to explore new 
worlds and wonders! Scheduled to 
ship in July 2018.
PZO 7108 ............................ $39.99 

CTHULHU WARS: SHAGGAI MAP
Conquer the shattered world of Shaggai 
before it falls into oblivion. Incudes six 
worms of Ghroth Figures. Scheduled to 
ship in July 2018.
SHAGGAI MAP
PTG CW-U13 .............................$39.99 
SHAGGIA MAP EXPANSION
PTG CWM11 ..............................$39.99 

PETERSEN GAMES

EVIL HIGH PRIEST
You are an ambitious priest in a sinister 
cult, but your Great Old One lies dormant, 
locked under the awful power of the dread 
Elder Signs. He depends on you to free 
him from this half-existence! You must 
break your insane henchmen out of the 
asylums where they are locked up, gather 
spellbooks and other resources, summon 
endish monsters, conduct dark rituals, 
and protect yourself against the forces 
of normal society. If you succeed, your 
Great Old One will reward you with the 
title of High Priest, second only to him in 
the coming cataclysm! But you have rivals, 
other (obviously inferior) priests in your cult, 
who seek to claim the prize that is rightfully 
yours! You must thwart them, while carrying 
out your plans. Only one can seize the 
precious title of High Priest – and it must be 
YOU! Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PTG EHP .....................................$49.99 

EVIL HIGH PRIEST: THE DARK 
RITUAL EXPANSION
This expansion for Evil High Priest contains 
four new cult boards, for the Ancients, the 
Watcher, Windwalker, and Yellow Sign, 
Each introduces new rules, tricks, and 
twists. Each transforms Evil High Priest into 
a whole new game. This box also adds 
new monster, investigator, and priest cards, 
with unique abilities, tactics, and wiles that 
add even more replayability. In the core 
game, generic monsters can be summoned 
to your defense, and investigator raids are 
generic attacks of 1-3 dice. Now, each of 
the unique monsters in this box has its own 
powerful ability or reward, and the unique 
investigators add exciting twists – some 
beneficial, others harmful. Finally, you can 
now play as a unique priest character, with 
a potent once-per-game action that only 
your priest cultist can perform! Scheduled 
to ship in July 2018.
PTG EHP2 ...................................$29.99 

PLANET APOCALYPSE
Planet Apocalypse is an exciting 
cooperative game for 1-5 players. You 
are postapocalypse heroes confronting 
the hordes of hell! Every game is different, 
and every game is tense, as you battle 
demons from the circles of hell, and in the 
end, strive to take down their demon lord! 
This game features an unending variety 
of game play, with strategies and tactics 
changing every time. The demon figures in 
this game are huge, with miniatures a true 
28mm scale, and demons up to 104mm. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
PTG PA .......................................$99.00 

EVIL HIGH PRIEST: THE BLOODY 
CEREMONY EXPANSION
This expansion for Evil High Priest contains 
four new cult boards, for Crawling Chaos, 
Opener of the Way, Sleeper, and the 
Tcho-Tchos. Each introduces new rules, 
tricks, and twists. This box also adds new 
monster, investigator, and priest cards, 
with unique abilities, tactics, and wiles that 
add even more replayability. Each of the 
unique monsters in this box has its own 
powerful ability or reward, and the unique 
investigators add exciting twists – some 
beneficial, others harmful. Scheduled to 
ship in July 2018.
PTG EHP1 ...................................$29.99 

PLANET APOCALYPSE
DRAGON PACK EXPANSION
Punch up your game with this expansion 
to Planet Apocalypse. It continues your 
adventure with travels into space! Also 
adds new Fourth Circle demons, Lords, 
heroes, and even troopers.  Scheduled to 
ship in July 2018.
PTG PAE2 ...................................$74.00 
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PLANET APOCALYPSE:  
PACK OF THE PIT EXPANSION
Punch up your game with this expansion 
to Planet Apocalypse. It continues your 
adventure with travels into space! Also 
adds new Fourth Circle demons, Lords, 
heroes, and even troopers. Scheduled to 
ship in July 2018.
PTG PAE3 ...................................$79.00 

PLANET APOCALYPSE:  
VOID PACK EXPANSION
Punch up your game with this expansion 
to Planet Apocalypse. It continues your 
adventure with travels into space! Also 
adds new Fourth Circle demons, Lords, 
heroes, and even troopers. Scheduled to 
ship in July 2018.
PTG PAE1 ...................................$69.00

15MM EASY ASSEMBLY: BRITISH 
VALENTINE TANK
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSC WW2V15034 .....................$21.53

PLASTIC SOLDIER 
COMPANY

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:  
BEASTS & BARBARIANS - 
GAME MASTER SCREEN
Constructed from 2mm cardboard, one 
side of the four-panel Screen have great 
art showing the glory of Dominions you 
love, while the GM’s side has essential 
tables. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
S2P 30014 .................................$25.00 

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:  
BEASTS & BARBARIANS -  
STEEL EDITION BOXES SET
Box has both books (Game Master Guide 
as well as Player’s Guide), 53 cardstock 
minis, map, card set, 112 cardstock 
tokens, 3 booklets with books of lore - 
about 30-40 pages each, bookmarks and 
big box. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
S2P 30012 ...............................$115.00 

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:  
BEASTS & BARBARIANS -  
STEEL EDITION PLAYER GUIDE
Beasts & Barbarians Steel Edition 
Player Guide includes: Summarized 
descriptions of the lands and the history 
of the Dominions; Accurate descriptions 
of the various playable cultures, including 
clothing, religion, technology and so on. 
More than 40 new Hindrances and Edges 
to create sword and sorcery heroes. 
Specific gear Three custom-made arcane 
backgrounds and their specific trappings: 
sorcery, Lotusmastery and enlightenment. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
S2P 30010 .................................$25.00

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: BEASTS 
& BARBARIANS - STEEL EDITION 
GAME MASTERS GUIDE
The Game Master Guide includes: 
A detailed history of the Dominions, 
expanded and focused on the last five 
years. A gazetteer of the Dominions, 
including old and new plot hooks for each 
region, and the new Dominion Events. 
A chapter focused on themes, tricks and 
narrative techniques to make your games 
even more Swordy and Sorcerish. Rules 
and tips to create Character Tales. A fully-
fledged character generator. An expanded 
Bestiary, including Personalities of the 
Dominions, the movers and shakers of the 
setting. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
S2P 30011 .................................$25.00 

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: BEASTS & 
BARBARIANS - DECK OF CARDS
A deck of poker cards, with Sword and 
Sorcery theme. Scheduled to ship in 
June 2018.
S2P 30013 .................................$12.00 

PINNACLE 
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

ALIEN ARTIFACTS  
DISCOVERY EXPANSION
Discovery Expansion Pack is a new set 
of cards you can use during your games 
of Alien Artifacts.It contains a new kind 
of Resource: Alien Resource boosting 
the games replayability. New planets, 
technologies and ships, tagged xenium 
make the basic set of the cards richer 
and integrate new resource rules with the 
game system. Finally 4 new alien artifacts 
complete the games most valuable items 
set. The expansion initiates a series of one-
deck expansions for Alien Artifacts. Note: 
The Alien Artifacts base game is required 
to play.
PLG 1344 ...................................$16.00

PORTAL

PRIVATEER PRESS

HORDES
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.

LEGION OF EVERBLIGHT CHOSEN 
OF EVERBLIGHT CAVALRY UNIT
PIP 73114 ................................$109.99 

KHADOR KOMMANDANT ATANAS 
ARCONOVICH & STANDARD UNIT 
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)
PIP 33128 ..................................$44.99 

WARMACHINE
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.

KHADOR KOMMANDANT SORCHA 
KRATIKOFF WARCASTER (RESIN 
AND WHITE METAL)
PIP 33127 ..................................$19.99 

KHADOR MAN-O-WAR 
BOMBARDIER OFFICER  
COMMAND ATTACHMENT  
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)
PIP 33130 ..................................$19.99 

KHADOR MAN-O-WAR  
STRIKE TANKER SOLO  
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)
PIP 33132 ..................................$34.99 

KHADOR MAN-O-WAR THEME 
FORCE BOX (WHITE METAL/
RESIN/PLASTIC)
PIP 33135 ................................$164.99 

KHADOR MAN-O-WAR 
SUPPRESSION TANKER SOLO 
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)
PIP 33131 ..................................$34.99 
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VEGGIE GARDEN: HARVEST 
FESTIVAL EXPANSION
Veggie Garden’s first expansion keeps 
the game fresh by adding three new 
veggies to the mix. Scheduled to ship in 
March 2018.
QSF 177634 ................................$4.99

DE STIJL
Experience the simple and elegant spirit 
of the De Stijl movement! Use your artistic 
eye to create vibrant patterns on the table’s 
blank canvas, and make your color stand 
out as the focus of the finished piece! 
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
QSF 177617 ..............................$15.99 

KHADOR SERGEANT  
DRAGONS DRAGADOVICH 
COMMAND ATTACHMENT  
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)
PIP 33129 ..................................$24.99

QUICK SIMPLE  
FUN GAMES

REAPER MINIATURES

CHRONOSCOPE: 
BONES

Scheduled to ship in May 2018.

BLACKSTAR CORSAIR DELTA
RPR 80079 ...................................$3.29 

CHRONOSCOPE: 
BONES

Scheduled to ship in June 2018.

BLACKSTAR CORSAIR ECHO
RPR 80080 ...................................$3.29 

BONES JANE PORTER,  
VICTORIAN HEROINE
RPR 80069 ...................................$2.79 

MAX GRAVES, PULP  
ERA INVESTIGATOR
RPR 80067 ...................................$2.79 

PHYSICIAN
RPR 80065 ...................................$2.79 

PULP HERA FEMALE PILOT
RPR 80070 ...................................$2.79 

PSYCHOLOGIST
RPR 80066 ...................................$2.79 

SHIP CAPTAIN
RPR 80064 ...................................$2.79 

SHIP HAND
RPR 80063 ...................................$2.79 

WILD WEST WIZARD  
OF OZ DOROTHY
RPR 80062 ...................................$2.79 

WILD WEST WIZARD OF OZ LION
RPR 80058 ...................................$2.99 

WILD WEST WIZARD OF OZ  
TIN MAN
RPR 80057 ...................................$2.79 

WILD WEST WIZARD OF OZ 
WICKED WITCH
RPR 80060 ...................................$2.99 

DARK HEAVEN

WILD WEST WIZARD OF OZ 
WINGED MONKEY
RPR 80061 ...................................$2.79 

ALANDIN, ELF PALADIN
RPR 03863 ...................................$8.79 

ALETHEIA EDAIR, DUELIST
RPR 03867 ...................................$6.99 

ANKOA, BARBARIAN HERO
RPR 03869 ...................................$8.29 

BELTHUAL, ELF CHRONICLER
RPR 03864 ...................................$7.99 

BRYN, HALF ELF ROGUE
RPR 03866 ...................................$6.99 

BRIARLINGS (2)
RPR 03865 ...................................$7.99 

DIRE PENGUIN
RPR 03870 ...................................$6.99 

SIR WILLIAM THE PEACEMAKER
RPR 03868 .................................$10.29 

AVATAR OF RESILIENCE (RHINO)
RPR 77587 ...................................$3.99 

AVATAR OF STRENGTH (ELEPHANT)
RPR 77588 ...................................$5.79 

COFFIN AND CORPSE
RPR 77633 ...................................$2.79 

AVATAR OF WISDOM (GIRAFFE)
RPR 77622 ...................................$3.49 

CURSED GRAVESTONE
RPR 77634 ...................................$3.29 

DUNGEON DRESSINGS - BAR
RPR 77618 ...................................$3.99 

DUNGEON DRESSINGS - HEARTH
RPR 77617 ...................................$9.99 

FIRE GIANT WARRIOR
RPR 77616 .................................$10.99 

FIRE GIANT BODYGUARD
RPR 77615 .................................$12.49 

FROST GIANT QUEEN
RPR 77592 ...................................$9.99 

HANGMAN’S GIBBET
RPR 77619 ...................................$5.99 

LARGE AIR ELEMENTAL
RPR 77584 ...................................$4.99 

MANTICORE
RPR 77577 ...................................$5.99 

LOGAR, EXECUTIONER
RPR 77620 ...................................$2.79 

MEDIUM AIR ELEMENTAL
RPR 77583 ...................................$2.79 

SACRIFICIAL ALTAR
RPR 77630 ...................................$5.99 

SARCOPHAGUS
RPR 77632 ...................................$3.79 

SKORG IRONSKULL,  
FIRE GIANT KING
RPR 77614 .................................$12.99 

VANJA, FIRE GIANT QUEEN
RPR 77613 ...................................$9.99 

SYLPH (CLEAR)
RPR 77629 ...................................$2.79 

VORVORLAKA
RPR 77631 ...................................$2.79 

DARK HEAVEN: 
BONES

Scheduled to ship in May 2018.

DEATH SHROUD
RPR 77636 ...................................$2.79 

GRAVEYARD COLUMN (2)
RPR 77638 ...................................$7.99 

GRAVEYARD ARCHWAY
RPR 77635 ...................................$2.79 

GRAVEYARD SHRINE
RPR 77639 ...................................$2.79 

SHIPWRECK REVENANT
RPR 77627 .................................$24.99 

MASTER  
SERIES PAINTS

CORE COLORS TRIAD ADDITIVES 
III (09298-09300)
RPR 09800 .................................$10.99 

CORE COLORS TRIAD CAV COLORS 
(09295-09297)
RPR 09799 .................................$10.99 

CORE COLORS TRIAD COPPER 
COLORS (09304-09306)
RPR 09802 .................................$10.99 

ORE COLORS TRIAD LINERS II 
(09307-09309)
RPR 09803 .................................$10.99 

CORE COLORS TRIAD NMM GOLD 
COLORS (09301-09303)
RPR 09801 .................................$10.99 

DARK HEAVEN: 
BONES

Scheduled to ship in June 2018.

INVISIBLE KYPHRIXIS
RPR 77625 .................................$19.99 

CORAL GOLEM
RPR 77628 ...................................$8.49 

DARK HEAVEN: 
BONES

Scheduled to ship in July 2018.

ALTAR TO DAGON
RPR 77624 .................................$14.99 

GRAVEYARD ENTRY WAY
RPR 77640 ...................................$3.49 

DUNGEON 
DWELLERS

STORMWING, DRAGON
RPR 77578 .................................$19.99 

BLOODBITE GOBLINS (2)
RPR 07003 .................................$10.99 

DARK HEAVEN: 
BONES

AVATAR OF HONOR (GORILLA)
RPR 77589 ...................................$4.49 

AVATAR OF COURAGE (LION)
RPR 77623 ...................................$2.99 

AVATAR OF PROTECTION  
(WATER BUFFALO)
RPR 77621 ...................................$3.49 
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O/A CASTELL
Strength! Balance! Courage! ‘Castell’ 
is the vibrant Catalonian tradition of 
building human towers. Crowds of people 
from all over Catalonia gather at festivals 
to celebrate Catalonian culture and 
compete to build the highest and most 
difficult human towers. Visit Catalonian 
cities, expand your team of Castellers, 
learn tower-building skills, and show 
off your tower-building prowess at local 
performances and festival competitions. 
Harness your strength, balance, courage, 
and common sense to take your team to 
victory in Castell!
RGS 00801 ................................$60.00 

O/A DOKMUS
Lead your tribe to glory and become 
a legend in Dokmus! Choose your 
Guardian, make the right sacrifices, and 
gain the favor of Dokmus!
RGS 00598 ................................$40.00 

SPY CLUB
Find clues and catch the culprit like your 
favorite neighborhood detectives! Work 
together to draw, trade, flip, and confirm 
clue cards as evidence — while preventing 
the suspect from escaping or sabotaging 
your investigation.Unlock new adventures 
and other secrets that change the game 
every time you play. With 40 replayable 
modules and a way to play five games 
connected together, you’ll always have fun 
stories to tell and new content to explore. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
RGS 00816 ................................$45.00

O/A PIE TOWN
Welcome to Pie Town, a community built 
on apples and butter. Business here is no 
cake walk, so manage your operation well 
and keep your secret recipe secret. Pie 
Town is a worker-dice placement game 
with hidden information. You will need 
to manage your constantly changing 
workforce to harvest, bake, and sell pies 
while deducing other players’ secret 
recipes! Now is your chance to become 
the best pie shop in town!
RGS 00583 ................................$45.00 

RENEGADE  
GAMES STUDIOS

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A PLANET DEFENDERS
In the far future, humans have colonized 
hundreds of worlds throughout the galaxy. 
Robots have been in use for centuries 
and millions have been discarded over 
the years and littered across the cosmos, 
becoming a potential problem for 
mankind. Luckily, the Planet Defenders 
protects us and gather up and dismantle 
these robotic remnants before they become 
a real danger!
RGS 00582 ................................$45.00 

CORE COLORS TRIAD WASHES II 
(09310-09312)
RPR 09804 .................................$10.99 

MORNING AFTER BLUES
RPR 09683 ...................................$3.69 

PROM-NIGHT PINK
RPR 09681 ...................................$3.69 

STARK NAKED
RPR 09682 ...................................$3.69

SHARD STUDIOS

SHARD RPG: MAGIC AND 
MARTIAL ARTS
The Devah gaze down upon magician 
and warrior alike. Welcome back to 
Dárdünah, World of the False Dawn! 
With this expansion of the basic rules 
for the Shard RPG we shed more light 
on the mysterious and arcane works of 
the sorcerous sir’hibasi and all the mystic 
Disciplines of their craft, we flesh out the 
many exciting and varied styles of martial 
arts that have risen from the honored ways 
of warriors and priests, and we present 
ninety new animal player races to choose 
from when building your character! 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
SSD 10120.................................$29.99

RED DRAGON INN: BATTLE FOR 
GREYPORT - PIRATES!
Avast, me hearties! Black sails can be 
seen on the horizon. The city of Greyport 
is once again under attack! Three new 
villains have mustered their salty sea dogs 
and launched their attack on the city of 
Greyport, bringing with them a brutal 
crew of new monsters and the wanton 
destruction of cannon fire. But fear not, 
for the Crimson Drake has set out to meet 
these scalawags head on! With new 
monsters, mechanics and scenarios to 
complete, will you be able to survive? Or 
will Greyport fall to the scum of the sea? 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
SLF 028 ......................................$24.95 

SLUGFEST GAMES

STEAMFORGED GAMES

GUILD BALL EXILES:  
NEW ALLIANCES
SFG B03-046 ..................................... PI 

GUILD BALL LAUNCH PACK: 
FALCONER’S GUILD
SFG BOP18-004 ................................. PI 

GUILD BALL UNION:  
FAITHFUL OF SOLTHECIUS
SFG B03-045 ..................................... PI

FIST OF DRAGONSTONES  
2ND EDITION
In the aftermath Unions collapse, the 
survivors broker shadowy alliances and 
arrangements with the Guilds themselves, 
offering their fealty in exchange for not 
only coin but also sanctuary too. To the 
teams they now join these figures are 
far from trusted, but their experience 
and ruthless approach to each game 
are valuable assets. Yet not exiles all are 
unwelcome. To standing ovation, the First 
Lady of Guild Ball returns once more to 
the pitch, Honours commanding presence 
easily banishing any memory of the 
tragedy in her past. Scheduled to ship in 
June 2018.
SHG 1003 ..................................$49.95 

STEAMROLLERS
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
SHG 6018 ..................................$49.95

STRONGHOLD GAMES
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GREENWOOD OF THE FEY SOVEREIGN
War is looming. The Earl of Nanch and his 
neighboring elven kingdom are sharpening the 
spears of aggression. Those on the border are 
split between two dangerous dynasts. Pressed 
into duty for lord and country, the peasants 
and gong farmers of Nanch find themselves in 
a strange and unnerving forest full of denizens 
older than the practice of naming. In this new 
world, the rules of life and death are a game of 
whimsy practiced by fantastic forces, and bizarre 
ancient feuds re-ignite in the chaos of war. Those 
errant attendants of Nanch will be fortunate to 
survive the madness of either ruler! Scheduled to 
ship in May 2018.
IMP S9G10014.......................................$9.99

GUIDE TO MORDAVIA:  
LAND OF HORROR
Welcome to Mordavia, a land blighted by 
vampires and werewolves, insane cultists, 
and mad scientists. Nestled in the mountains 
of Eastern Europe, Mordavia is a land 
where the supernatural is very real. From 
foreboding forests to crumbling castles, 
remote hamlets to the gas-lit capital itself, 
every nook and cranny holds a dark secret, 
as do the people who dwell in this accursed 
land. Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
TAG 20215 ................................$16.99 

STUDIO 9 GAMES

TRIPLE ACE GAMES

GUIDE TO THE MINISTRY OF 
UNUSUAL AFFAIRS
Working behind the scenes to protect the 
British Empire from these insidious threats 
is the Ministry of Unusual Affairs. Inside 
this handbook you’ll discover the centuries-
long history of the Ministry, tour the many 
departments responsible for fighting evil, 
explore how to borrow contents from the 
Ministry’s fabled Collection of arcane relics, 
and be taught how to cover up supernatural 
occurrences for reasons of public safety. 
You’ll even get to meet some of the many 
agents who defend Great Britain and her 
colonies against supernatural threats. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
TAG 20216 ................................$16.99 

LEAGUES OF CTHULHU
Beyond the world of mortal ken lies another, a 
nightmare world of profane alien gods, blasphemous 
terrors, nightmarish tomes of eldritch lore, bloodlines 
tainted by elder secrets, and forgotten places whose 
very existence makes a mockery of established history. 
Welcome to that world. Peer behind the veil of sanity 
you call reality and inside you ll find new options for 
characters prepared to stand against the horrors of the 
Lovecraft Mythos, dread rituals for summoning alien 
fiends and communing with ancient gods, a tour of the 
many places spoken of in Lovecraft’s tales, a bestiary 
of monsters whose existence tear down the walls of 
sanity, and advice for playing in the Lovecraft Mythos. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.

TAG 20301 ................................................................................................... $17.99

THE DARK EYE: AVENTURIA 
ADVENTURE CARD GAME - 
ARSENAL OF HEROES  
DUEL EXPANSION
Surprise your opponents with completely 
new decks! Arsenal of Heroes is a duel
expansion for Aventuria - the Adventure 
Card Game, which provides you with
enough cards to play all conceivable deck 
combinations from the basic box.
PZO ULIUS25531E ......................$34.99 

ULISSES-SPIELE

THE DARK EYE RPG: TALES OF 
DRAGONS AND THIEVES
This exciting anthology presents three 
ready-to-play adventures all about fire-
breathing dragons and cunning brigands. 
This anthology is well suited for beginners 
and contains detailed descriptions of the 
plots, adventure aids, locations, non-
player characters, and the challenges your 
heroes must face.
PZO ULIUS25303E ......................$29.99

ASCENSION: DELIRIUM  
(STAND ALONE OR EXPANSION)
A new portal into the Dreamscape has 
been opened! The world of Vigil is 
warped by dreams and nightmares come 
to life. You must wield the power of the 
Dreamborn to battle the forces of Delirium 
to save the realm. Playable as a stand-
alone 1-4 player game, or combine with 
other Ascension games to play with up to 
6 players! Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
UPI 10148 .......................................... PI 

ULTRA PRO 
INTERNATIONAL

FATE STAY NIGHT PLAY MATS
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
RESCUING SABER UPI 85409 ..............PI 
SABER WEDDING DRESS UPI 85407 ....PI 

FINE ART: DECK PROTECTOR 
PACKS (65)
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
THE ACTOR UPI 85629........................PI
WASHINGTON CROSSING THE DELAWARE
UPI 85630 .......................................... PI
WATER LILIES UPI 85628 .....................PI

FORCE OF WILL: R3 PLAY MATS
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
V1 UPI 85678.....................................PI 
V2 UPI 85679.....................................PI 
V3 UPI 85680.....................................PI 

KILLER BUNNIES QUEST CREATURE 
FEATURE BOOSTER
The Killer Bunnies Creature Feature 
Booster deck is a mammalian mishmash 
of vivacious varmints that will daze and 
amaze you! This Booster adds 55 cards to 
your existing set and a cool new Chinese 
Zodiac die! It’ll give you a good feeling 
to see Law Enforcement bunnies prevent 
crime and stealing. Trouble will begin to 
brew when General Tso takes Carrots from 
you. Be careful not to vex your friends 
when you play the seditious Horrible Hens. 
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
UPI PLE49113 ..................................... PI

KILLER BUNNIES AND THE 
ULTIMATE ODYSSEY
Killer Bunnies and the Ultimate 
Odyssey pits players against each 
other as they struggle to gain 
Civilization Points, by building 
cities and increasing their bunny 
populations. Players gain points by 
developing their own civilizations or 
by using zany weapons and hilarious 
scenarios to destroy their opponents.
The Red deck has an Energy based 
theme which also includes power, 
invisible forces, and extraordinary 
cards such as Gone In Twelve Seconds 
which can destroy a city and Death 
Delay which allows your bunny to 
live past its time! Scheduled to ship in 
April 2018.
UPI PLE40402 ................................PI
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KILL LA KILL PLAY MAT -  
KAMUI SENKETSU
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
UPI 85410 .......................................... PI 

M2.1 DECK BOXES
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
BLACK/BLACK
UPI 85707 .......................................... PI 
BLUE/BLUE
UPI 85710 .......................................... PI
BROWN/WHITE
UPI 85708 .......................................... PI
GREY/STONE
UPI 85711 .......................................... PI 
RED/WHITE
UPI 85709 .......................................... PI
STONE/STONE
UPI 85712 .......................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING: 2018 
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR 
SLEEVES (120) - CARD BACK
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
UPI 86768 .......................................... PI 

MAGIC THE GATHERING: 2019 
PLAY MAT 6’
UPI 86806 .......................................... PI
PLAY MAT 8’
UPI 86807 .......................................... PI
PRO-BINDER
UPI 86800 .......................................... PI 
V1 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86783 .......................................... PI 
V2 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86784 .......................................... PI
V3 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86785 .......................................... PI 
V4 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86786 .......................................... PI 
V5 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86787 .......................................... PI
V6 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86788 .......................................... PI 
V1 PLAY MAT
UPI 86795 .......................................... PI 
V2 PLAY MAT
UPI 86796 .......................................... PI 
V3 PLAY MAT
UPI 86797 .......................................... PI 
V4 PLAY MAT
UPI 86798 .......................................... PI 
V5 PLAY MAT
UPI 86799 .......................................... PI 
V1 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86789 .......................................... PI
V2 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86790 .......................................... PI
V3 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86791 .......................................... PI 
V4 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86792 .......................................... PI 
V5 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86793 .......................................... PI 
V6 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86794 .......................................... PI 

MAGIC THE GATHERING: 
BATTLEBOND
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
PLAY MAT
UPI 86848 .......................................... PI 
PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86847 .......................................... PI 
V1 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86845 .......................................... PI 
V2 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86846 .......................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING:  
ALCOVE FLIP BOXES
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
FOREST UPI 86779 .............................PI 
GOLD UPI 86780 ................................PI 
ISLAND UPI 86776 .............................PI
MOUNTAIN UPI 86778 .......................PI
PLAINS UPI 86775 ..............................PI 
PLANESWALKER UPI 86782 ................PI
SWAMP UPI 86777 .............................PI 

MAGIC THE GATHERING:  
ELVES VS. INVENTORS
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
DUEL DECK BOX
UPI 86824 .......................................... PI 
PLAY MAT (24” X 24”)
UPI 86825 .......................................... PI

NO GAME NO LIFE  
FULL VIEW DECK BOX
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
CHECKMATE
UPI 85160 .......................................... PI 
SORA & SHIRO
UPI 85197 .......................................... PI 

NO GAME NO LIFE STANDARD 
DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (65)
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
CHECKMATE
UPI 85159 .......................................... PI
SORA & SHIRO
UPI 85161 .......................................... PI

POKEMON: SUN & MOON 6 
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 85536-P ....................................... PI
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 85537-P ....................................... PI

NO GAME NO LIFE ZERO  
PLAY MATS
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
THE GREAT WAR
UPI 85584 .......................................... PI 
SHUVI
UPI 85583 .......................................... PI

PRO-BINDER: PREMIUM WINDOW
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
UPI 85627 .......................................... PI

PRO-MATTE ECLIPSE 2.0 
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR 
SLEEVES (100)
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
APPLE RED
UPI 85604 .......................................... PI
ARCTIC WHITE
UPI 85600 .......................................... PI
FOREST GREEN
UPI 85605 .......................................... PI 
HOT PINK
UPI 85609 .......................................... PI
JET BLACK
UPI 85601 .......................................... PI
LEMON YELLOW
UPI 85608 .......................................... PI 
LIME GREEN
UPI 85606 .......................................... PI 
PACIFIC BLUE
UPI 85602 .......................................... PI
PUMPKIN ORANGE
UPI 85607 .......................................... PI
ROYAL PURPLE
UPI 85610 .......................................... PI
SKY BLUE
UPI 85603 .......................................... PI 
SMOKE GREY
UPI 85611 .......................................... PI 

SCREWDOWN HOLDER: SINGLE 
FOR THICK CARDS
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
UPI 81268 .......................................... PI 

SWORD ART ONLINE II  
PLAY MATS
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
MATSURI
UPI 85411 .......................................... PI 
WATER LILY ASUNA
UPI 85405 .......................................... PI
YUUKI & ASUNA
UPI 85406 .......................................... PI

BOB’S BURGERS FAMILY 
PORTRAIT 1000 PIECE PUZZLE
USO PZ006553 .................................. PI

HARRY POTTER THE DEATHLY 
HALLOWS 550 PIECE PUZZLE
USO PZ010557 .................................. PI 

USAOPOLY
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HARRY POTTER THESTRAL  
1000 PIECE PUZZLE
USO PZ010568 .................................. PI

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA BREATH 
OF THE WILD HYRULE MAP  
750 PIECE PUZZLE
USO PZ005575 .................................. PI

THANOS RISING:  
AVENGERS INFINITY WAR
Thanos Rising – Avengers: Infinity War 
is a cooperative dice and card game for 
2-4 players. Great fun for both casual and 
serious gamers, as well as Marvel fans of 
all ages. Roll dice, collect cards, and try 
not to be eliminated in this exciting game 
with over 190 detailed components.
USO DC011543 ................................. PI 

RICK AND MORTY BIG  
TROUBLE IN LITTLE SANCHEZ  
100 PIECE PUZZLE
USO PZ085552 .................................. PI 

RICK AND MORTY SZECHAUN  
HOT TUB 550 PIECE PUZZLE
USO PZ085551 .................................. PI

SUPER MARIO ODYSSEY 
SNAPSHOTS 1000 PIECE PUZZLE
USO PZ005569 .................................. PI

TAPPLE 2018 REFRESH EDITION
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
USO TL097000NEW........................... PI

THUNDER IN THE EAST
Scheduled to ship in December 2018.
HPS VPG16029 ........................$139.00

VICTORY POINT GAMES

WARLORD GAMES

BOLT ACTION
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.

US ARMY HEAVY MORTAR TEAM
WLG 403013009 ............................... PI 

BRITISH INFANTRY  
SECTION (WINTER)
WLG 402211003 ............................... PI

BOLT ACTION
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.

GERMAN HETZER TANK
WLG 402012020 ............................... PI

VIKING KINGS OF NORWAY
WLG 103013112 ............................... PI 

GERMAN WINTER INFANTRY
WLG 402012027 ............................... PI 

US AIRBORNE SQUAD (WINTER)
WLG 402213102 ............................... PI 

GATES OF ANTARES
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.

US ARMY CHARACTERS (WINTER)
WLG 403013006 ............................... PI

BOROMITE X-HOWITZER
WLG 502412006 ............................... PI

C3M25 HEAVY COMBAT DRONE
WLG 502413004 ............................... PI 

GATES OF ANTARES
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.

HAIL CAESAR
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.

CONCORD INTELLIGENCE NUHU 
MANDARIN JAI GALEYOUS
WLG 503013009 ............................... PI 

ICELANDIC VIKINGS
WLG 103013114 ............................... PI

SAXON EARLS AND KINGS -  
11TH CENTURY
WLG 103013015 ............................... PI 

SAXON HUSCARLS A
WLG 103013001 ............................... PI 

SAXON KINGS - 9TH CENTURY
WLG 103013014 ............................... PI

SAXON HUSCARLS B
WLG 103013002 ............................... PI 

SAXON LEADERS -  
BATTLE OF HASTINGS
WLG 103013017 ............................... PI 

SAXON LEADERS - BATTLE OF 
STAMFORD BRIDGE
WLG 103013016 ............................... PI

SHIELD WALL - THE DARK AGE 
SAGAS VOLUME I
WLG 101010066 ............................... PI 

VIKING BERSERKERS
WLG 103013101 ............................... PI 

VIKING ARCHERS
WLG 103013102 ............................... PI 

VIKING HEARTHGUARDS
WLG 103013103 ............................... PI 
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VIKINGS IN BRITAIN
WLG 103013113 ............................... PI

SOHEI WARRIOR MONKS WITH NAGINATA
WLG 763010008 ...................................................................................................PI

THOU SUCKETH
Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
WDF 11130 ...........................................................................................................PI

VIKING WARLORD
WLG 103013116 ............................... PI 

PIKE & SHOTTE
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.

LANDSKNECHT MISSILE TROOPS
WLG 202016003 ............................... PI 

LANDSKNECHT ZWEIHANDERS
WLG 202016002 ...................................................................................................PI 

LANDSKNECHT STARTER ARMY
WLG 209916002 ............................... PI

TEST OF HONOUR
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.

WILDFIRE

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

AXIS & ALLIES & 
ZOMBIES
In this new take on the 
iconic World War II 
strategy board game, 
each player takes 
command of one of the 
major powers, joining 
either the Axis or the 
Allies. Players fight 
for victory against the 
opposing faction and a terrifying new foezombies.Will players survive the 
onslaught or succumb to the uprising? 
WOC TBA001 ...................................................................................PI

BETRAYAL 
LEGACY
Betrayal Legacy is 
a semi-cooperative 
campaign board 
game that tells an 
overarching story 
of the House on the 
Hill incorporating 
the actions and 
choices of the 
players.Over the 

course of the campaign, the game is permanently altered until players 
are left with a fully customizable, re-playable board game version of 
the critically-acclaimed Betrayal at House on the Hill.Betrayal Legacy is 
a stand-alone experience designed in partnership by Avalon Hill and 
award-winning legacy designer, Rob Daviau. Fans of the original Betrayal 
at House on the Hill will enjoy this fresh take on the classic game, however, 
theres no previous experience is necessary to playeven players new to the 
brand can jump in, explore, and affect the spooky history of the legendary 
House on the Hill.
WOC TBA002 ...................................................................................PI 

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: BATTLEBOND DISPLAY (36)
Battlebond is a standalone booster release designed for Two-Headed Giant limited 
playboth Sealed and Booster Draft. The set introduces a new setting and new 
mechanics that excel in multiplayer, plus new cards legal in eternal formats. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
WOC C47560000 .................................................................. $143.64 

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: COMMANDER 2018 (4)
Choose your commander and carve your path to victory in this unique 
multiplayer Magic format. Call on powerful planeswalkers and deploy their 
signature strategies to make sure you’re the last player standing. NOTE: This 
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
WOC C41300000 .................................................................. $159.96 

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: COMMANDER ANTHOLOGY II
Commander Anthology Volume II collects four sought-after and long-out-of-
print Commander series decks in one deluxe package. Contains four 100-card 
decks, including 13 foil commanders, 60 single-sided token cards, four deck 
boxes each capable of holding 100 sleeved cards, and four life total trackers.
WOC C54870000 .................................................................. $164.99 

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: GLOBAL SERIES -  
JIANG YANGGU VS. MU YANLING DISPLAY (6)
We brought together a team of Chinese artists, writers, and folklorists to 
craft a brand-new branch of Magic story and play, rooted in Chinese 
aesthetics and mythology, culminating in these two decks.Global Series: 
Jiang Yanggu vs. Mu Yangling contains two 60-card decks that feature two 
new Planeswalkers and new cards themed around the Planeswalkers and 
their story. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
WOC C54460000 .................................................................. $179.94 

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: SIGNATURE SPELLBOOK - JACE
Signature Spellbook: Jace is a spiritual successor to the From the Vault series, 
but with a signature twist: each Signature Spellbook is themed around a 
Planeswalker and the spells that define who they are. Jace Beleren, fresh off 
having his memory restored on Ixalan, has plenty in his arsenal.
WOC C47520000 .................................................................... $19.99

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: CORE 2019
Magic: The Gathering – Core Set 2019 will release in July. More details TBA.
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36) WOC C43890000 .............................. $143.64 
BUNDLE WOC C43910000 ...................................................... $42.99 
DECKBUILDER’S TOOLKIT (4) WOC C43940000 ........................ $79.96 
PLANESWALKER DECK DISPLAY (10) WOC C43920000 ........... $109.90 
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DC DICE MASTERS:  
DOOM PATROL TEAM PACK
The DC Comics Dice Masters: Doom Patrol 
Team Pack will let players build their own 
Doom Patrol or help them team up with 
their allies from the Justice League. This team 
pack is perfect for Dice Masters veterans 
or someone looking to jump into the game 
fresh. A Team Pack can be paired with 
any Campaign Box or Starter Set to give 
a player everything they need to build a 
highly focused team for thematic play. With 
24 cards and 16 dice, you’ll enjoy bringing 
the World’s Strangest Superheroes to the 
tabletop in your next game of Dice Masters! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2018.
WZK 73125 .................................$9.99 

DC DICE MASTERS:  
MYSTICS TEAM PACK
The DC Comics Dice Masters: Mystics 
Team Pack is perfect for the Dice 
Masters veteran or someone looking 
to jump into the game fresh. A Team 
Pack can be paired with any Campaign 
Box or Starter Set to give a player 
everything they need to build a highly 
focused team for thematic play. With 
24 cards and 16 dice, this release will 
bring untold mysticism directly to your 
Dice Masters games! Scheduled to ship 
in September 2018.
WZK 73124 .................................$9.99 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS NOLZUR’S 
MARVELOUS UNPAINTED MINIATURES

Scheduled to ship in August 2018.

WIZKIDS/NECA

DC DICE MASTERS:  
JUSTICE CAMPAIGN BOX
Featuring more than a fifteen 
characters (and their dice!), 
the DC Comics Dice Masters: 
Justice Campaign Box will 
be sure to deliver a page 
turning experience! What’s a 
Campaign Box? A Campaign 
Box is fixed content in a large 
box, and has everything 2 
players need to start playing 
Dice Masters like Sidekick 
dice, Basic Action Dice, rules, 
and dice bags. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2018.

WZK 73123 .............................................................................................$39.99 

ADULT REMORHAZ
WZK 73393 ...............................$14.99 

DEATH KNIGHT &  
HELMED HORROR
WZK 73399 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE AASIMAR FIGHTER
WZK 73381 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE ELF FIGHTER
WZK 73385 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE GNOME WIZARD
WZK 73383 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE HALFLING FIGHTER
WZK 73387 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE TIEFLING WARLOCK
WZK 73389 .................................$4.99 

FOMORIAN
WZK 73392 ...............................$14.99 

FLESH GOLEM
WZK 73400 .................................$4.99 

FROST GIANT MALE
WZK 73397 ...............................$14.99 

GELATINOUS CUBE
WZK 73401 .................................$4.99 

GREEN HAG & NIGHT HAG
WZK 73402 .................................$4.99 

MALE DWARF BARBARIAN
WZK 73391 .................................$4.99 

MALE AASIMAR FIGHTER
WZK 73380 .................................$4.99 
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MALE ELF FIGHTER
WZK 73384 .................................$4.99 

MALE GNOME WIZARD
WZK 73382 .................................$4.99 

MALE HALFLING FIGHTER
WZK 73386 .................................$4.99 

MALE TIEFLING WARLOCK
WZK 73388 .................................$4.99 

MALE HUMAN DRUID
WZK 73390 .................................$4.99 

MONODRONE & DUODRONE
WZK 73406 .................................$4.99 

MYCONID ADULTS
WZK 73405 .................................$4.99 

NAMELESS ONE
WZK 73398 .................................$4.99 

PANTHER & LEOPARD
WZK 73404 .................................$4.99 

T-REX
WZK 73394 ...............................$14.99 

SHAMBLING MOUND
WZK 73403 .................................$4.99 

MAGE KNIGHT BOARD GAME: 
ULTIMATE EDITION
The Ultimate Edition includes the 
original base game plus all three 
expansions: The Lost Legion, Krang, 
and Shades of Tezla. It features 
comprehensive integrated rules text, 
5 all-new cards, alternate paint 
jobs, and a great price that cant be 
beat!This is the Ultimate Edition fans 
have waited for! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2018.
WZK 73455 ....................... $124.99 

MAGIC THE GATHERING 
CREATURE FORGE: 
OVERWHELMING SWARM 
GRAVITY FEED (24)
Bring your Magic: The Gathering 
Battlefield to life with Creature Forge. 
Measuring up to 55 mm in height, 
each highly detailed Creature Forge 
token figure comes with a base 
representing one of the five iconic 
colors that make the foundation of 
Magic’s mana system. Mainstays like 
artifacts and Multicolored creatures 
can also be found in the set, each 
with their own unique corresponding 
colored base. Collect well-known 
token creatures from Magic’s 25-
year history, like the Angel, Dragon, 
Spider, Zombie and more! Collect all 
28 Creature Forge tokens from this 
inaugural release! Scheduled to ship in 
July 2018. NOTE: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
WZK 73280 ......................... $83.76 

MAGIC THE GATHERING: 
HEROES OF DOMINARIA 
BOARD GAME
In Magic: The Gathering: Heroes of 
Dominaria Board Game, players take 
on the role of a powerful Hero as they 
travel to the lands of Dominaria. As 
the player explores the ancient lands, 
they will need to build sites, rediscover 
lost artifacts, and confront the sinister 
Cabal in order to gain the resources 
needed to save the multiverse before 
rival Heroes do. The land of Dominaria 
is filled with adventure and excitement! 
In true Eurogame fashion, use strategy 
to score the most victory points and 
emerge victorious. Scheduled to ship 
in September 2018.
PREMIUM EDITION
WZK 73468 ......................... $79.99 
STANDARD EDITION
WZK 73310 ......................... $59.99 

PATHFINDER DEEP 
CUTS UNPAINTED 

MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in August 2018.

CAVE LURKER
WZK 73416 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE GNOME ROGUE
WZK 73408 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE ELF FIGHTER
WZK 73410 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE HUMAN BARBARIAN
WZK 73414 .................................$4.99 

FEMALE HUMAN WIZARD
WZK 73412 .................................$4.99 
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PIXEL GLORY
Team up with fellow wizards to 
vanquish the sinister monsters that 
lurk in the dungeon, and save the 
nearby village. This is a noble, and 
honorable quest, and...oh, who 
are we kidding? In reality, you’re a 
greedy wizard who is all about fame 
and personal gain, and your fellow 
wizards are cut from the same cloth! 
Even if the dungeon gets the best of 
you, fame lasts forever. To satisfy 
your thirst for fame, you must prevail 
over your opponents by learning the 

best spells and using that knowledge to outmaneuver and kill-steal in the dungeon, so you 
can gain the admiration of the townsfolk, fame across the realm, and achieve Pixel Glory. 
Pixel Glory - Light and Shadow is a standalone sequel to Pixel Glory that features all new 
spells, monsters, elements, and even new game modes! Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
LIGHT
IMP ZAF1002 ................................................................................................ $25.00 
SHADOW
IMP ZAF1003 ................................................................................................ $25.00

SEAL TEAM FLIX
Seal Team Flix is a fully co-operative or solo 
tactical dexterity game that pits 1-4 players 
against an eco-terrorist group called, Gaia’s 
Hope. Players will travel modern through 
urban landscapes, such as an office building, 
warehouse, bank vault and three others. 
Accuracy plays a huge role in winning, and 
this game has a prominent dexterity factor that 
emulates the importance of skill and speed. The 
game has two modes: Campaign and Skirmish, 

in which players embark on an 8-Mission non-linear campaign or simply choose one of the 
17 Missions to play as a skirmish. In addition, the games difficulty scales both with the number 
of SEALs playing as well as three optional Difficulty levels. Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
WZK 73452 .................................................................................................. $59.99 

FEMALE KNIGHTS /  
GRAY MAIDENS
WZK 73425 .................................$4.99 

LICHES
WZK 73415 .................................$4.99 

FLYING RAY
WZK 73417 .................................$4.99 

MALE ELF FIGHTER
WZK 73409 .................................$4.99 

MALE HALFLING ROGUE
WZK 73407 .................................$4.99 

MALE HUMAN BARBARIAN
WZK 73413 .................................$4.99 

MALE HUMAN WIZARD
WZK 73411 .......................................$4.99 

STAR TREK: GALACTIC ENTERPRISES
On the Deep Space 9 station, Ferengi wheel and deal 
legal and illegal items in order to accrue the most 
profit. Because as you know, a Ferengi without profit 
is no Ferengi at all. Be wary of special action cards 
that can mess with the business of other Ferengi. The 
Ferengi who has earned the most profit becomes 
the First Clerk! In Star Trek: Galactic Enterprises, 
everything is for sale - even friendship.  Scheduled 
to ship in June 2018.
WZK 73283 ..............................................$24.99 

WIZKIDS DEEP CUTS UNPAINTED MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in August 2018.

ASSISTANT & TORTURE CROSS
WZK 73424 .................................$4.99 

CAGE & CHAINS
WZK 73419 .................................$4.99 

IRON MAIDEN
WZK 73423 .................................$4.99 

EXECUTIONER &  
CHOPPING BLOCK
WZK 73420 .................................$4.99 

PILE OF BONES & ENTRAILS
WZK 73422 .................................$4.99 

STOCKS
WZK 73421 .................................$4.99 

TORTURE RACK
WZK 73418 .................................$4.99

GREMLINS BAYOU SMUGGLER
WYR 20642 ...............................$18.00 

MALIFAUX

GUILD MONSTER HUNTER
WYR 20141 ...............................$21.00 

WYRD MINIATURES

RESURRECTIONIST GRAVEDIGGER
WYR 20247 ...............................$24.00 

TEN THUNDERS OBSIDIAN STATUE
WYR 20733 ...............................$30.00

ZAFTY GAMES


